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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEMi CHANGES IN BODY I.l'm.GE 
The 'White Rabbit put on his spectacles. 11Where shall. I 
begin, pleaSe your Majesty?'' he asked. 
nBegin at the beginning, n the King said, very gravely, 
nand go on till you come to the end; then stop.u 
- Lewis Carroll, Alice r s Adventures 
in Wonderland, 1867, P• 149. 
A.. STATEHENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The importance .of the concept of. body image is increasingly 
being recognized as basic datum in the field of psychiatric and 
psychological rehabilitation. Although body image as a concept 
has a considerable history, the recent publication of a complete 
text on body image research (Fis~er and Cleveland, 1958) and the 
inclusion of a whole chapter on body imagery in a major psychiatric 
handbook (Arieti, 1959) testifies to the current theoretical and 
practical interest in this problem. 
Body image 1 has been investigated in amputees (Pick, 1922), 
schizophrenics (Fingert, Kagan and Schilder, 1939), brain-damaged 
subjects (Gerstmann, 1924), prostitutes· (Curran and Levine, 1942), 
1 Body image may be initially defined as the conscious aware-
ness of one 1 s own body parts. A more detailed consideration of this 
definition will be provided in Chapter II. · 
-1-
ehildrem in play therapy (Erikson, 195-l), subjects under the influence 
of drugs (Savage, 1955), and subjects under hypnosis (Gill, 1958). 
The use of human figure drarlngs to investigate body- imagery has been 
accomplished by a consi<:lerable number of writers:, including Abel, 
(1953); Bender. and Keeler· (1952) i .Berman and Laffal (1953); Machover, 
(1949); Reed (1955); Seh,midt and McGol.ian· (1959); Silverstein and 
Robinson (1956); Wittr~ich and Graee (1958) .. 
The purpose of ·this study· is to determine if summer camp experi-
ence has an effect on the · boqy im~ge of ·physically handicapped 
' children, and to determine if judges differ in their ability to judge 
body image changes. Other subsidiary hypotheses will be tested. 
Since the Draw-A-M~ Test has· been accepted a~ a means of study-
ing body image, human fi~e. drAwings were obta:i.ned at the beginning 
and end of a two-week su~er camping perj,od frc:im 69 physically handi-
capped children at both a Day and a Resident' camp, and from 28 non-
handicapped children at .a Day camp. Six judges, two of them .well 
trained clinical psychoiogists, evaluated the· drawings for global 
' ' ' 
improvement, as a measure of changes in body image. Counselors 
rated the children on specially designed behavior· .rating scales at the 
beginning and end o~ the two-week period tc:i provide an objective 
criterion of actual behavioral change. Since the handicapped 
subjects are not know to be drawn from a normally distributed 
population, and the population variances are not know, nonparametric · 
statistics were chosen as uniquely applicable for the analysis of 
these data. 
Hypotheses Under Investigation. More specifically; this study 
will be concerned with disproof of the following null hypotheses: 
I. There are no differences in the body image of physically 
handicapped children due to camp experience. 
II. Judges do not differ in their ability" to judge changes 
in human .figure drawings. 
nr. There is no relationship between body image changes and 
observable behavior changes at camp. 
IV. There is no difference in ratings of behavioral adjustment 
between _cerebral palsied and post-poliomyelitis children. · 
V. Boys do not dif.fer from girls in the amount af behavioral 
improvement shown at camp. 
VI. There is no di.fference in the amount of improvement at 
camp between younger and older children. 
In addition to the theoretical expectation of this study., there 
are practical implications of great importance. It is not b,y chance 
that a two-week time period in an ongo,ing cSIQ.p was chosen~ Two weeks 
· has been the extent of time provided for children with physical 
handicaps in many camps in Southern New England. If significant 
results are obtained., itwould be of great value in bolstering and 
increasing the number of su:mm.er camp ·programs available. If signifi ... 
cant results are not obtained, there would be a tendency to suggest 
4. 
a look at the basic philosophy of p;ovidi.ng only. two weeks ef camp 
experience £or handicapped children as not being sufficient time to 
effect and consolidate changes in selfwconcept and/or body :i.ln.agery. 
B. JUSTIFICATION OF TaE PROBLEM 
When physically handicapped children B.re subjected to experi ... 
mental scrutiny, there can be no doubt ~s to the presence of certain 
deviances and delqs in their psycho-social development. It would 
be surprising were. this otherwise, for should we attempt to empathize 
wi. th the daily. experiences of the early physically handicapped child, 
we would become aware of innumerably repeated frustratio.ns. In 
. . . 
infancy, perhaps being unable to crawl about on the floor, the 
. . : . . . 
physically handicapped baby does not .experience ·the feeling of being 
able to get from place to place independently. If hand and ar.m use 
are impaired, he does not obtain the. satisfaction of easily grasping 
and holding a nearby Gbject, but must remain more dependent on others 
longer than is usual for obtaining the· necessary things he needs. 
As he ~ows a little older, he does not experience falling and get-
. . . 
ting up and falling again, an awareness of himself as an object in 
space. He may not have intimate experiences with other objects, 
the pots and pans in the kitchen, ·lyiilg and rolling in grass,. the 
give-ando..take with friendly or teasing relatives. Little by little, 
and usually a good deal later in life, he becomes more aware of his 
own·limitations, often through the reactions of others to his 
behavior. For example, consider the f~stration of. the school age 
. 5. 
- ·: 
child who is unable to walk or run ~s. f S:st as his own friends, to climb 
stairs without forcing others to wait for him to be unable to take 
part quickly in active games ·(),f .Q,is~ ag_e gr'oup, ap.d to be unable to do 
at .all some admired feats, _such as climbing a tree or swimming the lake. 
. . ·' " . 
George Deaver, one of tb:e· outstanding nati~nal au tho~i t:ies on 
physical handicaps in chilaren, h~s .recently reported that in a survey 
o:f 106 children -who had poliomyelitis- or. cerebral palsy, 58% of the 
. . . . . . -
polio group and 35% of the cerebral palsied group presented psychiatric 
and social pJ:>oblems of such magni:tudet}lat the ordinary resources of 
a large New York City treatment center were ineffective for their 
. . 
amelioration.·· He strongly urged the development or improved psychological 
and psychiatric diagnostic and treatment resources for these children. 2 
Many authors have been concerned with the psycho..,.social. aspects 
of physical disability.. For e:x:a.mple, Connor (1958) has recently 
stated about the pre-teen ... age handicapped child: 
. . 
Upon reaching ages. nine,· ten, and eleven, the youngster be.-. 
comes increasingly larger and heavier. For the severel.y handi ... 
capped and dependent child, the handicap· is magnified. It is 
diffieul t to lift a heavily braced youngster who can offer 
little physical assistance •. · He is.lik:ely to become a physical 
burden to his family, particularly the mother who is no longer 
able to lift him easily, yet is still primarily responsible for 
his daily care. Natural interest in team sports and gross body· 
movements cannot be readily satisfied by children with major 
physical disabilities. Acceptance of. even the mildly disabled 
· youngster on the team will not always be realized. Not being 
2 Deaver, G. W •. 1956. The total.needs of the handicapped child. 
Proceedings o:f the Conference £!!_Crippled Children. Wilmington, Del.: 
Nemours Foundation, P• 198. · 
able to.jump rope, to play·foetball, easketball, or baseball, 
to play jacks, or te climb tlae tree to the clue house will be 
major barriers to the child's being one of the gang. 3 
But not only is the influence of ether's opinions and attitudes 
important in terms of adjustment, bat also are one's own self.,. 
perception and «Wareness of bodily capacities. According to 
psychoanalytic th~ory, awareness of the body begins early (Fread, 
1927) when the hand is placed in the mouth as a satisfier, and the 
infant begins to realize that.besides the outer world (of the breast 
or the bottle) there is his own world which can provide some satisfaction 
(his ewn body). Thus awareness of the "matt and the "not men are early 
precursors of the body image. 
Nearly everyone has been aware of strange sensations of the 
body when riding (or stopping) in a fast elevator., At the other 
extreme of the continuum of adjustment, in schizophrenia, more 
bizarre examples of body image distortion occur (Fingert, Kagan and 
Schilder, 19 39) • Here parts of the body may- disappear, or m~ :float 
away, or absorb some ef the attributes of the surrounding environment. 
Amputees, too, sometimes have considerable difficulty in reconciling 
the new requirements of a revised body outline with their old establish ... 
ed body schema (Pick, 1922). 
3 Connor, F. P. 195Bo The education of crippled children. In, 
Cruickshank, W. M. (ed.) Education of Ex:ceptionaJ. Children and Youth. 
N~ York: Prentice Hall, po h6l. 
At any_ rate,. body :im.age is an illlportant construct in helping 
to explain the development of perception and the abilit,r to came 
to grips with reality, and therefore merits .. considerable research 
attention. Since physically handicapped children have been shown 
to depict themselves with some body distortions when asked to 
11Draw .. A"Personn, (Silverstein and Robinson, 1956), it would be of 
considerable interest to deter.mine· if .summer camp experience, 
through an active program of. physical self...experience., would be 
of any influence in effecting changes in. the body image of physically 
handicapped children. This is the problem with which the present 
research attempts to deal. 
. CHAPTER II 
THE THEORY AND THE TECHNIQUE: BODY IMAGERY AND THE DRAW-A.:..PERSON TEST 
· 
11When I use a worCI.., n Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scorn-
ful tone, nit means just wha~ I choose it to mean--neither more 
nor less.". 
"The . question is, n . said Alice, "whether you can make words 
mean so many different thil)gs.n 
"The question is, tt said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be 
master, that's all.tt 
- Lewis Carroll, Alice 1 s Adventures 
in Wonderland, 1867. . P• 247 
Science is a process in which perceptions are sharpened, 
errors of measurement reduced, channels of communication open-
ed, new relationships revealed, and present ideas relinquished 
••• Science is a process of growth~. The concepts introduced 
here are, therefore, transitory. Any of them can be changed, 
improved, or abandoned. 
.:...H. H. Anderson, Personality Growth: 
Conceptual Considerations. In David, 
H. P.; and vonBracken, H., eds., 
. Perspectives in Personality Theory • 
. NeW' York:· ·Basic Books, 1957. P• 132 
This chapter will be divided into two main sections, the first 
dealing with the theory of body imagery and experiments related to 
this construct; and· the second dealing with the literature surroundM 
ing human· figure drawings, wi t.h ~~ticular emphasis on the relation-
ship of the draw-a•person tes~ to the bo~ image concept. 
A. BODY IMAGERY 
Definitiono Before considering the historical development of 
the body image concept in the literature, it would be appropriate 
to provide a definition of the ter.m Wbody imagen, so that the 
reader m~ be considering its relevance to the development of the 
subsequent discussion. Paul Schilder's definition is probably the 
most clearcut and precise: 
The image of the human body means tJae picture of our own 
body which we form in our mind •• o the way in which the body 
appears to ou.rselves.l · · · • . · 
Lauretta Bender has this to add: 
This gestalt of ourselves has as its matriX a pattern, 
biologically determined by laws of growth and development and 
constitutionally limited ••• Upon this matrix is added a continu-
ous flow of new experiences, of physical sensation and of 
emotional impact, all of which create, develop and continually 
modify the body image ••• This action may appear consciously or 
below the level of awareness ... The body image· tS.e:n is zu>t the 
sum total of perceptions and experience but it is t~ constella-
tion of these experiences into a gestalt of oneself. 
Historical Survey. An historical review of the concept of Wbody 
imagen is made more diffieul t because of the wide munber of disciplines 
involved in its use and applicationo Such diverse areas as neurological 
problems, psychiatric problems, hypnotic phenomena, psychosomatic ill-
ness, drug effects, results of psychotherapy, have utilized body 
l Schilder, 1'. 19 3.5. ~ fmage and ·aJ?Peara.noe ~ ~ human bocily. 
New York:- International Univ •. !Te_ss, P• llo 
2 Bender, L. 19.56. Psychopathology of children with organic 
·'brain disorders. Springfield, ill.: Charles c. Thomas. p. 97. 
II 
image as a useful concept. Nevertheless, it is clear that it is 
among neurologists that one finds some of the earliest thinking 
about body image. 
10. 
At the begiiJlling of this century, Bonnier (1905), a French 
neurologist, was making careful obserVations about distortions -of 
body attitudes which Bome of his severely disturbed patients showed• 
Some individuals actually felt that their whole body had completely 
disappeared (aschema.tia). 'l'his work gives the first formal recogni-
tion of the fact that body image is worthy of study. 
Somewhat later, :tn GeJ:'plany, Pick (1922) became interested in 
the body-image problem, and he introduced the term "autotopagnosia" 
to refer to disturbances of orientation of the body surface, e.g'", 
not being able to distinguish the left side from the right. He 
hypothesized that the individual, in the course of his development, 
evolves a spatial image of his body. He_ attempted to. utili21e this 
concept to explain the phantom-limb phenomenon, experienced by 
amputees following a decisive change in their bo~ configuration. 
Pick postulated that.these unusual sensations were a result of the 
discrepancy between the old and •tnewtt .body· image concept which the 
amputee must integrate. 
Henry Head (1920), the British neurologist,made body image 
one of the most important constructs in his system of. thinking 
about neurological problems~ Head wa~ one of the first persons to 
construct a fairly elaborate theori concerning body imagery. He 
11. 
postulated that each individual gradually evolves a construct or 
model of himself, against which all body movements and postures are 
judged. He applied the term schema to this standard of comparison. 
However, he assumed that much of the functioning of the schema was 
unconscious. Others have criticized Headts views as limited in scope. 
He never was able to specif.r how such a schema is organized or how 
it actually influences onets judgments. 
Watson and Johnson ( 19.58) sueeintly Sllmmarize Head • s contribution: 
Head (1920) contributed to the neurophysiologic concept 
of b~dy" image. The infant• s gradual acquisition of a postural 
model- of himself is i.n:rerred from clinical observation of his 
increasing awareness of the· parts of his body and their relation-
ship to one another. The gradual development of neuro.mnscular 
control in the normal infant depengs on, and gives evidence. of, 
a cerebral organization of the multitude of afferent impulses. 
The neurophysiologic· body image may be considered as the frame 
of reference for the individual's interaction with the physical 
environment. 3 · 
Paul Schilder· (1923; 19.35) is probably the best known exponent 
of body awareness, body consciousness, body imagery, and the early 
development of ego psychology. In the prior publication he states: 
The term ego is meaningful only in so far· as it refers to 
sOm.ething constant _and unchanging ••• The ego is constant and 
unchanging in time; furthermore, we ascribe to every ego a 
particular uniqueness. My thinking,; ;feeling, acting are a 
priori completely different fromthose o£ a you ••• It is a 
singular unity, one in which all previous experience of the 
ego, the past as the background of experiencing, is al~s 
present. 4 
3 Watson, E. J., and Johnson, A. M. 1958. The emotional 
signi.t'icance of acquired .physical disfigurement in children. ~· 
J. Orthopsychiat., 28, 85-97• · 
- -
4 Schilder, P. 1923. Medical psychology. New York: 
International Univ. Press, pp.;. 299 ... 300. 
Thus he is saying that the ego is unchanging and unique., and that 
the ego thinks., .feels., perceives., has a past and a present. How-
ever, the experiencing o.f the past takes place only in the context 
o.f the present. Schilder then emphasizes the relationship between 
the ego and the boqyt 
The question arises whether the ego relates in the same way 
to all experiences, and thus, .first o.f all., what its relation to 
the. body is. In any case, the bo~ is ego-close, while the world 
is ego-distant ••• ! relate myself differently to my body than to 
the world; I can voli tionally move it, it is in a particular wq 
subjected, subordinated, to me. But in turn, I cannot escape the 
pain that comes .from my body; I am subj ectad to it; there continu-
ously arises something .from my body without my contribution, even 
i.f onlY coenesthesias. These two opposing .factors deter.mine .for 
me what my body is. For a creature which could not ~ova, bocy and 
world would be completely· identical. Under conditions in which 
the possiblity o.f action is interdicted, we do observe same 
confluence of body' and world.5 
Schilder is therefore enunciating a developmental principle; that.with 
experience' the individual (or, as he would . say, the ego) differentiates 
between the body and the world, or, between the self and other-than-
self, or, between the "me" . and ttnot mett·. He is also saying that with 
an extreme degree o.f physical disability approaching immobility., there 
would be a lack of differentiation b.etween .the self and the. world, and 
(implicitly) either a delay or distortion in the development of the 
concept o.f body' imagery. Thus, with the physically handicapped child 
we would expect to .find some degree o.f distortion or delay in the 
development o.f the concept o.f body . imagery. 
5 Ibid, PP• 298-299. 
13. 
Indeed, it must be adiD.itted that there is a unity between 
bodily sensation and the external :ilnage of the body 1 just as 
there undoubtedly exists a consciousness of specific mastery 
over, and specific belongingness with1 the body. Although bodily 
consciousness must be presupposed to be a basic form, it by no 
means coincides with the anatomically given body; jewelry, walk-
ing stick, tools, also belong to it. In schizophrenics we 
constantly observe how parts o£ the body ·get . thrown in with the 
external world, while parts of. the external. world get thrown in 
with the body. But the opposition, body vs. world, is retained 
. as. a basic scaffolding, even .thcmgh a primeval cond~ tion in 
wh~ch body and world shade into one is .conceivable. 
Schilder then returns to a discussion of ego experiences, which 
he identifies as varying in depth. There are full, rich, deep, 
unified ·.experiences (such as acts of creative inspiration), and there 
are meager, superficial. experiences (such as routine, daily, ·habitual 
aets) • These meager experiences do not express the person 1 s drive 
structure fully. 
The ego has goals, although these are not as clearly perceived 
or as parsimoniously stated as in the. phenomenological theory of 
Combs and Snygg (1959). Nevertheless Schilder expresses the principle 
. . 
of need for attaimnent or need for mastery over the envirOnment, which 
includes a turning towardspersons for need satisfaction and identi-
, . 
fication. 
Other writers have discussed ~he relationship between ego and 
body image. Freud held that the ego was f'ltrst of all a bodily thing. 
As Fenichel summarizes this view, ttThe body image is the nucleus of 
the ego.n (19h5, p •. 418). ·The regression or adult schizophrenics 
vividly Ulustrates this relationShip, and as the ego becomes weak 
and helpless, body :image boundaries once ·.again become fuzzy and ill-
6 Ibid1 P• 299 • 
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defined, blending with the environment in strange and bizarre ways. 
One schizophrenic WQman describes the sensation of ttpenetrating" 
into objects with her vision •. Then, as she moves her eyes. away, 
parts of the object become detached and she carries away with her 
some of the actnal material of which the object··is in.ade. 
Fisher and Cleveland (19.58, P• 239) cl~fy the relationship 
between body awareness and the psychosexual theory of personality 
development 1 reasoning that sensations emanating from various body 
areas a;-e the fundamental core of the developmental . phases: 
Fread erected a complete theoretical framework, the 
psychosexual theory of personality development, oriented at 
every level around the central problem as to what is happening 
to the child1 s bo~. The perception of varying muscle tensions 
and gratifying sensations in succeeding body areas comprise 
one of the cornerstones of this whole theory. Presumably 
gratification of the tensions arising in the oral, anal and 
genital areas in the different develbpm.ental phases leads to 
positive ttgood" feelings on the part of the infant for his 
body ••• Presumably a ttgood" bo~ feeling precedes a ttgoodP or 
adequate degree of ego awareness. . Control of ego or self 
must probably' be first established through control of body.7 
Bettleheim, on the basis of long term treatment efforts with 
schizophrenic children, emphasizes this same point, that integrity of 
the body :image is a necessary precurs.or to integrity of the ego: 
A child who is insecure only about how he will stack up in · 
general during the day is less disturbed than a child who is 
also worried about his bo~. • It would seem that losing relative 
control over reality is a less far-reaching step in personal 
disintegration than losin.g control' over one's body, which is 
more fundamental and therefore much more frightening. In brief, 
7 Fisher, s., an.d Cl.eveland, S. E. . ~o~ image ~ personality. 
Princeton, N. J.: VanNostrand; 1958, P• 2)9; . 
a child who has at least been able to establish control over 
his bodily functions is bet~~r of:f than a child who is not 
even adequate in that area. . · 
Berreman (19,4), in a review of i-esearch studies in the social 
psychology o:f physical disability, points out the detrimental long 
term effects of having to live with an unacceptable self image: 
How does the exceptional person structure his self image? 
Does he have a sense of confidence in himself; in his abilities, 
in his social acceptability? A reasonaply favorable self image 
is probably essential to mental health and social adjustment. 
A child who thinks of himself as incompetent,. disordered and 
unacceptable and yet. is forced continually to 'live with him-
. self t is in a position far worse than one saddled with ·a room-
mate, employer, or marriage partner whom he genuinely dislikes, 
for there is no escape.9 . · · . · 
Fisher's (1958) work is o:f particular relevance to the present 
study, since he is attempting to formulate a theoretical framework 
in which body image is an important conceptual reference point. He 
characterizes his theory as a three-level theory, which attempts 
to relate ~reactivity on a physiological level, with body imagery 
at an intermediate level, and ~ at a social level. His most 
recent study (19,9) is a beginning .of experimental evidence for this 
theoretical view. 
Experimental Studies with Body Image CQncept. As early as 1895, 
G. Stanley Hall was using a questionnaire in an· attempt to discover 
what parts of the body children appear aware of at varying ages. On 
ana.l:y'zing 523 replies fo:t:"Warded to him by teachers and professors, 
8 Bettleheim, B. Love .!!, not enough. Glencoe, ill.: Free 
Press, 1950, P• 106. 
9 Berrem.an, J;. V. 1954 •. Some implications of research in the 
social psychology of physical disability. · Ex:cept. Child., ~, p. 350. 
J 
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Hall (189B) concluded tha~ babies as yourig as two to six months of 
age are extremely aware of their own hands •.. By twelve months, 
children are ro;Lling, touching, and ~eking their fingers, a pra.etiee 
which often continues for some time. . He also noted that there were 
two reports of girls, aged three years, who bit their fingers nto see 
if it was really me •" Children a.pp~ar to become more aware of bones 
during the period age three to five years, and awareness of their 
stomach and other internal organs appears around this t:iJne. Hall 
delicately refers to some examples of sexual interest very early in 
life, but J:"efuses· to discuss this further, siilce he f'eels that such 
children are part or an abnormal minority • 
Ross. and Schilder (1934) report a very interesting series of 
studies utilizing tachistoscopic presentation of incomplete or · 
disfigured human figure. Children with a inental age as young as 
seven can ree.ognize the ine()mpleteness •. The children often reported. 
completeness of' missing parts, or more nearly cQmplete (no mouth seen 
as half a. mouth), or substitution of missing parts (mouth missing, 
seen as missing ear). There was also ati opposing tendency which in· 
some eases caused individuals to perceive parts and pieces, a 
tendency towards fragmentation or destruction of gestalt (related 
to individuals with destructive psychic impulses). 
In pr~vious studies Schilder had sliown that one t s own body is 
seen like any other object in the external·world. 
But, actually, the huinan figure is not so clear in our 
minds as one would expect;; Certainly the optic body' ±mage 
(we shall use this term whenever we mean the (visual) :im.pression 
we have concerning our body and the bodies of . others) is connect ... 
edwith tactile and kinaesthetic sensations if it is an image 
concerning one's own body". Dissociations are common. 10 
For example, when stopping after a ride in a fast elevator, 
tactile experiences bring about a kind of phantom;..body effect wb.ieh 
continues moving after one is aetua.ll:y stopped. 
We experience O'lllr body generally in the so-called normal 
(upright) position. We have a tendency to ignore actual 
deviations from this normal position ••• We arrive thus at the 
paradoxical formulation that one's own bo~ is not immediately 
experienced as a gestalt,·.· but.· its shape has to be created 
according to the total situation. ·The body image is not a 
stabilized strueture ••• The completeness of the body" image is 
guaranteed onl:y when there is a normal functioning of the · 
vestibular apparatus ••• There is a close relation between the · 
perception of one • s own bod;y" and the bodies of others. Parts 
of the bod.r image. of others ar.e taken into our own bed;r image. 
Parts of our body are proj ectad· into others. Whenever children 
are especially interested in a part of their ow.n b~ (especially 
when the shape or function of parts of the bod.r is inferior) 
they are also interested in the same part in others. 11 
Changes in Body' Imagery. Authors are not in complete agreement 
as to the rapidity of change possible in the body image concept. 
Espousing different rates at different periods of time, Ansubel has 
this to say: 
Ordinarily, during most periods of life (e.g., from child-
hood to preadolescence), the body image changes imperceptibly 
because the body itself changes in this wq. The small changes 
in appearance and quantitative increments in height and weight 
are easily absorbed in the prevailing image the child has of 
his own body; no radical revisions are necessary. During 
adolescence, however, conscious and wholesale restructuring 
lO Ross, N. and Schilder, P. 19.34. Tachistoscopic experiments 
on the perception of the human figure. ~· Gen. Psychol., 10, P• 15.3. 
ll Ibid, PP• 1.5.3-154. 
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of the body image is necessary to account.for.drastic changes 
in size, body proportions, primar,r and secondary sex character-
istics, and facial appearance·. ·· 
As a sa~ient component af the. ego:; the body image usually 
has positive or negative rather than neutral affective .valence. 
Whether it contributes positively or negatively to self-esteem 
depends on the social valuation of particu~ar physical traits, 
deviations and disabilities, i.e!, whether the latter. give rise 
to approval or disapproval,_ admiration or ridicule. Individuals 
are usually regarded as ugly or attractive insofar as they 
conform to or d~viate from the idealized anatomic measurements 
of _their own sex group. In our culture shortness and puniness 
ill boys and obesity in either sex tend . to detract from a child 1 s 
status in his peer group. It should 'P.e noted, however, that 
somatic defects. ·and deviations have a less disastrous effect on 
childre.n1 s than on adolescentst .self-concepts. Among. the latter, 
physical.attractiveness.is aniore crucial determinant of socio-
metric status and is also important for heterosexual effective-
ness. Furthermore, during childhood the individual is ~ess · 
dependent on the. peer group for st~tus and approval. He can 
still retain a flattering self-image if he is intrinsically 
valued by his parents.. 12 . .·. 
The social effects of physical disability to some degree, .along 
'With parents' early attitudes, deteJ:'.llline whether ·p·sychological 
adjustment or maladjustment 'Will occrur. 
More important than the objective handicap inherent in 
physical defects is the social disadvantage at which they place 
the deviant individual. Significant deviance from group physical. 
norms tends to elicit a negative response from his peers and . 
almost guarantees that he will be treated diff~rently from his 
fellows.. The least common denominators of this differential 
treatment are devaluation, avoidance, ~ejection, and accordance 
of a 2ower status. Physically accelerated childreD, on the other 
hand, are ttacoepted and treated by adults and other children as 
more mature". Althe>ugh they may sometimes be the Victims of 
excessive adult expectations, "they appear to have relatively 
little need to strive for status. From their ra.Dks come the 
outstanding student body leaders ..... rn. contras~, ••• because others 
. 
12 Ausubel, D. P. 19$8. ThSo~ and prob~ems of child development •. 
New York:. Gru.ne & Stratton, pp. 0 '-:505:' · 
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tend to treat them as the little boys they appear to be ••• 
phy-sically retarded boys exhibit many forms of relatively· 
immature behavior11 • (Carter and Chess, 1951) • 
. The individual's. ego response _to his own physical disability 
is largely a reflection of the social reaction it elicits. If 
the latter is negative; therefore, he responds with feelings 
of self-depreciation, -~ilt, hypersensitivity, self•consciousness, 
and anxiety in facing new or competitive situations. Many 
children seek to canpensate for their physical disadvantage with 
excessive activity and attention-getting behavior; others became 
demanding and egocentric or exhibit regressive behavior. The 
most serious reaction to the ego deflating implications of somatic 
defect is self-protective withdrawal from social situations. 
Persistent avoidance of interpersonal relations may lead to ir• 
reversible retardation in the socialization process. 
It need not be imagined, however, that self-depreciation is 
an inevitable accompaniment of organic defect. Much depends on 
the seriousness of the disability or the extent of the deviation, 
both from the norm of the peer group and from the child 1 s ideal; 
on its probable duration and its obviousness to others; on its 
relation to other physical defects and to problems of.adjustment 
arising from nonsamatie sources; and on the availability of ·other 
compensat0ry and status-giving traits. Most important, perhaps. 
is the attitude of the child's parents toward the eondi tion. 
If they are rejecting, overprotective, embanassed, or have un-
realistic expectations, ego damage is.unavoidable. If they 
handle the situation realistically-, take it in stride, and extend 
unqualified acceptance, the worst features of impaired self ... 
esteem mq be largely circumvented. 13 · 
Meyerson (1957) has proposed a series of hypotheses which_tend 
to separate the psychological consequences of crippling from the 
actual physical disability, and show tba t the psychological aspects 
are mediated by social effects •. -These principles are directly 
quoted below: 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
No variation in phy-sique requires. psychological maladjustment. 
If an emotional handicap exists in a person who has a physical 
disability, it does not stem directly- from the variation in 
physique but has been mediated by social variables. 
The . mediation between physical status and. psychological status 
occurs in the following w~t . · 
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{i) The person iacks a tooi that- is required for behaVior in 
the c"Qlt"Ure_ in_which Jle lives, and he knows that he lacks it. . . . . . . . . 
(:i.i) Other individUals perceive that -he .lacks a.ri important. tool, 
. arid devaluates him for that lack .. 
. (iii) The person accepts .the judgment of others that he is less 
worthy ... and devaluates himself. The sequence is a unit. 
If (i} or (ii} does not occur, (iii) does not occur. . If 
(iii) does not· occur, there is no psychological maladjust-
ment. 14 · . · 
Recent Contributions to Boqy I~age and the Self Concept. Snygg 
and Oombs. (1949} and more recently Combs and Snygg (1959) have espous ... 
ed the self concept as a central. motivating force in the individual's 
behavior. They have resurrected the phenomenological point of View 
in psychology, and although 'their most recent efforts have capitalized 
on the widely publicized (in a~ademic circles) perceptual "New Look" 
in psychology, nevertheless it is apparent that from their point of 
view, the individual and not the nor.m. has won out at long last-
and after ·heavy odds. 
· For Combs and Snygg, the . "phenomenonal sel.f" consists of those 
unified characteristics of one'sbeingwbich are consciously perceived. 
"Consciously perceived" is :important in the definition, since it 
excludes unconscious processes, i.e .. , what is not perceived by the 
-·.· ' -
individual. One may characterize oneself, for example, as a male, 
of a certain age, married. or unmarried, with certain skills relating 
to work or avocation, (e .. g., agood teacher) and with certain. 
attitudes and feeling tones, such as Republican, tolerant, easy to. 
get along with, intelligent, and with a sense of humor. The goal 
14 Meyerson, L. 1957. Special disabilities. ~· ~· Psyohol., 
~, P<t 442. 
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for which the individual strives is to maintain a unified organization, 
or, to maintain or enhance·his.phenomenological self. The phenomenal 
self is (1) stable and (2) consistent. It would be hard to conceive 
of a well integrated personality being other than this. 
The development of the phenomenal self takes place in a manner 
similar to that of the development of the ego, as described by the 
psychoanalysts. · First, there. is the. earli separation of what' is "me" 
and ''not me". Along with this, but actually subsequent to it, is 
the separation of "goodlt and ttbadn~ The child perceives himself as 
good or bad, worthwhile or worthless, attractive or ugly, accept-
able or unacceptable, depending on the way he is reacted to by those 
important individuals around him. ·"The self is essentially a social 
product arising out of experience with people,;n (Combs and Snygg, 
1959, P• 134) • 
Nothing is as important in the child 1 s ·developing concept of 
the self as his earliest experiences in his family. The family 
provides early. experience o£ adequacy or inadequacy, the experience 
of acceptance, the e~ly experience of i~entification, and establishes 
early expectancies. Later:.on, the childts own cultural-social milieu 
provides experiences which modify or. enhance the self-concept. One 
important principle is, the more closely related an experience is 
perceived to be related to the phenomenal self, the greater effect 
it will have on behavior. Such perception is selective, for experiences 
which are not related to the phenomenal self-concept are not.assimilat-
ed, and experiences which are threatening to the self-concept are 
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modified or rejected. Thus it is possible for perception to be distort~ 
15 . . . 
ed. As a corollar,r, it follows ·that the healthy, well~integrated 
person with a mature and self-sufficient self-concept Will be able to 
accept many kinds of situations and experiences. without threat or 
anxiety; whereas the immature and insecure person with an inadequate 
self-concept will often be threatened by events or circumstances that 
others dismiss or assimilate with little difficulty. Thus, it is often 
true that the sick get sicker, but the well get well-er. 
Since nothing which is not inert remains completely static, there 
is a consequent need for a change in the self~concept. This is usually 
acca.mplished best when experiences are perceived as non-threatening, 
so that discrepancies between reality and the self-concept are 
relatively small. Thus, changes in the self-concept may be generally 
-
said to occur slowly or gradually. Concerning resistance to change, 
Combs and·. Snygg have this to say:: 
The stability of the phenomenal self makes change difficult 
by causing us (1) to ignore aspects of our experience which are 
inconsistent 'With it, or (2) to select perceptions in such a way 
as to. confirm the concepts of self we already possess. As a 
result, changes produced by events inconsistent with well-differ-
entiated self-concepts are6J.ikely to be slow and laborious, if indeed they occur at all•l . ·· · .· 
One of the most important factors in bringing about a change in 
the self~concept is a perceived need :for change itself. 
l5 Of. the psychoanalytic ·"det'~nsen mechanisms, such as Rationali-
zation, Overcompensation, Displacement, PrDjection, and, probably the 
most perceptually distorting of them all, Denial. 
16 Combs, A. w., and Snygg, D. 1959. Individual behavior. New 
York:: Harper & Bros., p. 159• 
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From the above discussion of the self-concept as presented by 
Combs and Snygg1 it is possible to propose the following hypothesis 
which may be tested in the present experiment: 
Since the younger child has a less well developed and therefore 
more flexible self-concept, it is predicted that the younger children 
will improve more than .older children due to camp experience. 
Boqy Image and Physical Disabiiity. Bender (1956) emphasizes 
that body image disorder may result from either organic or psYchological 
causes, and stresses the iinportance of considering the concept of. body 
image in physically handicapped individuals. · 
Of particular interest to pediatricians is the role of 
body image disorganization in cerebral palsy and poliomyelitis. 
Physiotherapists have long, perhaps unknowingly; made practical 
use of body image concepts guided by basic clinic'· experience • 
Four-way mirrors, massage, hydrotherapy, friction and exercise 
not only restore flinction:to disordered muscles, but a;re also 
vi tal to the integration. <>f the body image. 'Physiotherapists 
have observed than many cerebral palsied children do-better on 
floor. mat than on elevated table or bench. And that a bench in 
a· corner with fewer open exposures seems to relax the child more 
than a table in the middle of the room. Th1.s has been their. way 
· of coping with disorganized body· images exposed to altered space 
relationships and shifting centers of gravit.r and disequilibria. 
By the same token one wonders whether certain forms of motor 
play with infants, the _use of high chairs, baby rockers and even 
conventional cribs on high legs may not at times -induce anxiety 
in certain types of disturbed children. 17 . -
It is by recognizing the disability and understanding the 
relationship to the body image problems and their significance 
in the developing child and by helping him correct them compen-
sate for them or accept them.-_ that the prognosis of the brain 
damaged child is improved. lo · · . . 
17 Op. cit., PP• 105-106. 
'18 Ibid., P• 113. 
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One fascinating clinical example of the developing awareness of 
the body jmage in a fifteen month> old physically handicapped girl 
with spastic hemiplegia was given ~ her mother during a psychological 
evaluation by the writer. The mother reported that her young daughter, 
being unable to move the finge~s of her right hand very easily, would, 
from time to time, hold these fingers in her left hand and seem to 
massage them. She would hold up her right hand and gaze at it, 
almost appearing to wonder if this unhelpful hand and arm really 
belonged to her. One day, after a repetition of this behavior, the 
young child took her right wrist into her mouth and bit it. She 
. . 
cried with pain, but the mother reported that after this event the 
young gi.i-1 seemed lllUCh more ·able to USe this arm and hand, at 
least in cooperation with her le.f;t hand. One may make the assumption 
that the child, at this tender age, was experimenting with the integrity 
of her own boqy image, and that the biting, with the resultant sensation 
of pain, proved to the child that her ar.m. really belonged to her. After 
this, she apparently was able to better integrate her bod;y image into 
a workable whole. 
Bod;y Image and Figure Drawings •. Since it is not always possible 
to have at hand (sic) such dramatic examples of the body jmage concept, 
nor are such incidents subject to rigorous scientific scrutiny and 
control, what clinical techniques are available to further explore the 
body image problem of physically handicapped children in a more 
systematic yet economical manner? Bender neatly sttmmarizes this 
information for us in a recent article. Speaking of the brain 
damaged physically handicapped child, Bender says, 
The inability to integrate the perception of himself into 
an adequate body image is seen in the Goodenough drawing of a 
man. The drawing of a man . is taken as a proj action of one • s 
own body image. Iiiit are refiectedthe tonus changes, with 
pull ~ one or the other direction, ttie desperate effort at 
maintaining control with even a rigidit,r of pattern• This 
poor organization of the boqy image is sometimes reflected 
in a drawing which may be two years
1Qr more below the mental age of the child. (Italics mine). ~ 
In discussing the role Of bo·dy ilruigerj" specifically in cases 
of cerebral. palsy, Cruickshank and Bice, both noted authorities in 
the field of psychological aspects ()f. cerebral palsy, have this to 
The awareness of the body image is ·important in a consider ... 
ation of cerebral palsy; since through the drawing the psychologist 
may obtain an understanding of_ the way in which the body" appears 
to the individual and thus u.nderstand personality dynamics in 
terms of this pby'sique ••• Perceptual· disturbances, equilibrium 
problems, integrative disturbances o£ an emotional nature, and 
feelings of social inadequacy, among other things, may affect 
the body image of the cerebral palsied and may be reflected in 
his drawings. 20 · . . 
· B. . HUMAN FIGURE DRAWINGS 
Early Developments. Drawing is one of the most universal modes 
of human expression, other than oral language and gestures. The 
existence· of drawing as conununication even. in primitive times. is 
well know, after it becsme to be symbollically interpreted as 
19 Ibid, P• 99. 
2° Cruickshank, w. M. and Bice, H. v. 1955. Cerebral palsy. 
Syracuse, N. Y.: Syracuse Univ. Press, p. 128-130. 
picture ... writing on the walls of early cave men. It should be 
remembered that the modern phonetic alphabet evolved from these 
early pictures. 
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Among the articles in the earliest published psychological 
and educational journals are studies concerned with childrents art 
· productions. 'Barnes (1893), Herrick (1893), and Lukens (1897) are 
among the early writers who describe studies of children 1 s drawings. 
Analysis of the development~!.· stages ·of drawings · (from random dashes, 
to lateral whorls, to attempts at a stick figure) · ~ulminated in the 
Goodenough Draw-A.oMan Test of.l926, a· test .Which utilized the details 
included in the drawing itself to . provide . a measure of the child t s 
mental age, and eo.nsequently his intelligence. · It is only in recent 
years that personality aspects of the draw-er have been explicit ... 
ly recognized as substantially influencing the .child's artistic 
productions (e.g., Machover, 19h9). 
Reliability and Validity • . The reliability and validity of the 
Draw-A-Man Test has been the subject of many investigations. One 
of the more thoroughly controlled studies was done by McCart~ (1944) 
who gave the test to 386 children in' the third and fourth grades in 
New York city schools, With a retest after one week interval. 
Scoring was done by graduate students after a period of training. 
Each drawing was scored three t.imes J twice by the same person, and 
once by a different person. The correlation between self ... seorings 
was +.94J between scorings by different persons, +.90. Selfw 
correlation by the split-half' method was +. 89; by the retest 
method it was +.68. These correlation coefficients are highly 
satisfactory in terms of their significance. 
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Williams (1935) had one hundred drawings scored independently 
by five examiners, and found intercorrelations between scorers · 
ranging from +.80 to +.96. The.correlation with the Stanford-Binet 
was +.65. Yepson (1929) found a retest cerrelation.of approximately 
+.90 for mentally defective children, but the correlation with the 
Stanford-Binet in his study was only +.40~ McCurdy (1947) obtain-
ed drawings of a man from 56 first grade children, and retested 
them three months ~ater. The Goodenough test-retest correlation 
was +.69, and the mean I. Q. 1 s derived from the scoring differed 
. ' 
by a very small statistically insignificant amount. 
Gridley (1938) perfo:rnied an interesting study on the effects 
of using nine different directions for drawing with four year old 
. . 
children. The instracti.ons for each trial were as f~llows: (l) 
"Draw a mantt, (2) 11Draw a little man", (.3) "Draw a big mann, (4), 
(5), and (6) were repetitions of (1), (2) and (3) in that order; 
( 7) a schematic drawing of a man .from copy, ( 8) drawing a man 
from dictated instructions given one at a time as the children 
drew the different parts, anci (9) drawing after the same instructions 
as were used i.ri .(8) had all been given •. 'When the seorings of the 
drawings by these dif .ferent methods were compared, . the averages 
were all very similar except .for condition (8), where dictation of 
exactly what was to be draWn brought about a considerable increase 
in the score •. It was interesting that neither the provision of a 
copy (7) nor previous instruction (9) had much effect. ·However, 
since these procedures were not randomized, it is not clear whether 
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fatigue was contributing to lessened effort during the latter trials. 
One point seems fairly clear, however:, and that is that slight 
changes in the original directions do not significantly affect the 
scores of the finished product. 
Mott (1939) compared the results obtained from differing 
directions given to 58 children between the ages of four and seven 
years, when the instructions were silnply to ttdraw a man rr, or to 
draw a policeman, a farmer, or a cowboy. Mott found that the 
majority of the ~hildren did better under the first type of 
instruction, apparently because in drawing the more specific type 
of figure their attention was diverted to the. individualistic 
features of the costume instead or being centered on essential 
aspects of the human drawing as such. In another study, Mott 
(1945) studied the effect on drawing scores of previous movements 
of specified parts of the body. First, drawings were obtained 
under the general instruction of ttdraw a mann. Later the children 
went through a series of exercises involving particular parts of 
the body, verbalizing as they did so. For example, ttThis is my head; 
I ·nod i ttt, etc. Drawings' done i.Innlediately afterward showed that the· 
. . - . 
exercised part was not only more likely to be shown, but was drawn 
with more care for details. Thus, the effect of physical exercise 
appeared to have some bearing on· improvement in the drawing. 
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·Drawings as Projective Techniques. Bell (1948) has compiled a 
table twenty-five pages long which summarizes various aspects of 
drawings, with presumed clinical i:nterpretations. Bell indicates 
that on the basis of his compilation$, it is safer to interpret 
drawings as ! whole, rather than in terms of separate aspects or 
parts. Goodenough and Harris (1951) go on to commer.rl:.: 
Bell's chapter provides a.striking illustration of the 
rising tide of interest in drawing as a projective method. 
The belief that the art of children is primarily a language, 
a fom of expression, is by no means new, but its emphasis 
has shifted ••• At the present time many students of child art 
would sa:y "A child draws what he feels, rather than what he 
sees or knows to be. true". In SJ?ite of the charlatans who 
have exploited the method and others with poor scientific 
training who hava.used it unwisely, evidence that the.child 
in his drawings frequently give outward expressions to his. 
inner life of thoughts and feelings, to his fears and his 
desires, to his hopes and his frustrations, is steadi~ 
accumulating. 21 · · ·. ·. 
K. Machover, whose book Personality Projection in the Drawing of' 
the Human Figure deals with the interaction between the drawing and 
the draw-er, states: 
Successfu1 drawing interpretation has ·proceeded on the 
hypothesis that the figure drawri is related to the individual 
who is drawing ••• The body, or the self, is the most intimate 
point of reference in any activity ••• This ••• pereeption of the 
~ image as it has developed out of personal experience, 
must somehow guide the individual who is drawing in the· 
specific structure and content which constitutes his offer-
ing of a 'perscm11 • (Italics mine.) 22 
n . . 5 Goodenough, F. L., and Harris, D. B. 19 o. 
psychology of chi1c4-en t s drawings. n. 1928-19 49. 
47, P• 370. 
Studies in the 
Psychol. Bull., 
22 
· Machover, K. 
of the human figure • 
1949. Personality projection in the drawing 
Springfield, Ill.: Charles C.~amas, p. $. 
Concerning the constancy, or reliability, of drawings done 
by the same individual, Machover indicates that although there is 
a certain amount of constancy from drawing to drawing, nevertheless 
there is always the possibilit.y of certain changes taking place. 
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"In studying drawings (two or more) obtained over a period 
of time, it has been obserVed that structural and formal aspects 
of a drawing such as size, line, and placement, are less subject 
to variability than content, such as bo~ details, clothing and 
accessories ••• Oecasionally, drawings of patients obtained over 
a period of years are so remarkably alike as to constitute 
personal signatures.u (Maehover, 1949, P• 6). 
In the last sentence above, 'it should be noted that the remarkabl~ 
similarity between drawings are said to be representative of. a 
patient population, and apparent~ not normals, or untreated 
individuals, and presumably adults, not children. There is no 
mention of any experimental study to document this point, and 
Machover seeming~ needs to qualify the whole statement of the ease 
for long range stability by noting that this is typical only "occasion-
. . 
ally". Therefore it does not seem warranted to assume that changes 
in drawings do not take place. In the majority of the experimental 
studies to be quoted below, it. is evident that the null hypothesis· of 
no change is frequently di:;~proved, presumably ·due to the eff eats of 
the independent variable(s) at work in the given experiment~ 
For example,·Ochs (1950) studied l24children (83 boys, 4l 
girls) aged 5 years, 5 months, through 13 years,· 2 months, at the 
Children's Unit, Rockland State Hospital, New York. The children's 
diagnosis was most generally Primar,y Behavior Disorder, indicating 
a functional emotional disturbance. Over a five to thirty-six . 
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month period following the Draw-A~an administration1 the childrents 
records were studied for improvements in socialization. There were 
42% of the total group that showed consistent improvement (Group 11I") 1 
while the remaining .58% were unimprov~d (Group nun). Sixty percent of 
Group nrn showed improvements on the Goodenough scale as compared with 
27% of Group nun • Conversely 1 72% of Group 11Utt showed lowered 
Goodenough drawing scores1 as compared with on'lj" 38% of Group "I". 
These differences are statistically significant. In the overall 
combined group of emotionally disturbed children, the average Goodenough 
I. Q. was·9.4 I. Q. points below the Revised Stanford-Binet I. Q. 
Fingert, Kagan and Schilder (1939) did an early study using the 
Goodenough Draw-A.-Man test with adults;. Their study involved obtain• 
ing repeated figure draWings two to ten minutes following awakening 
from metrazol seizure or insulin eama_in .50 untreated sehi~ophrenics 
(otherwise not described). They found organic confusion in the 
initial drawings1 with very primitive for.ms and generally unscorable 
products • Gradually the drawings t0ok more human shape, though 
consistent with the schizophrenic process. Scoring gave mental levels 
from six to eleven years of mental age. Intantile holdovers in the 
schizophrenic drawings included excrescences, wavy lines, body 
disproportions, and occasionally ster~otypy_and perseveration. 
Stewart (19.5.5) did an extensive stuq, of stylistic variables 
in human drawings, correlating findings and making a typological 
analysis of the data. There were 78 boys and 77 girls of high school 
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age from O~land, California, who drew a self-portrait (head and neck 
only) with ink, pens, pencils and bru,sh while seated before a mirror 
in an art class. Thirty-one variables 1rere each rated on a seven-
point scale by psychologists or advanced gradUate students. Relia-
bility (a median r o:f +. 71) was quite satisfactozy. Five clusters; 
ot correlated variables were discovered: Cluster A1 quality of 
technical skill; B: naturalistic representation (realism); C: 
static symmetry; Dt width and variability of line; E: emphasis 
on clothing; Fr movement. These clusters gave low correlations 
(+.32 to -.34) with intelligence, and even lower correlations with 
reports of self-adjustment. Each of the six clusters were correlat-
ed with behavioral characteristics and the following relationships 
were found in over .60% of the cas~s: Cluster At reliable, intelligent, 
ambitious, feminine; B: restless, immature~ showoff, clever; Ct quiet, 
steady, dependable, good-naturedj Di tense, shy", excitable; Et demand-
ing,rebellious, opinionated; F: restless, aggressive, rugged, irritable. 
Th;i.s study is somewhat similar to Sheldon's typologies, except that 
Stewart is dealing with temperaments only and not actual physiques .. 
However, Sheldon t s influence on · the author is noted by the fact that 
somatotypes were obtained on all the subjects. Cluster C is said to 
"tend toward ectomorphy", and Cluster F ·to mesomorphy, but the other 
clusters are not specified and no statistical data for the significance 
or amount of the correlations are given. 
Because drawings appear relatively early in the repetoire of 
human behavior, the Child Study Committee of the International 
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Kindergarten Union (1919-1922) chose children's drawings as the most 
typical and universal form of expression of ideas in early childhood 
(McCart,y, 1924). Other important considerations dictate the choice 
of children's drawings as a valuable means of scientific investigation. 
Drawings are easily collected, preserved, ·and subjected to analysis 
and critical judgment.· The eas.e and spontaneity withwhich young 
·-
children accept the directions, ttDraw me a picture" make the task a 
particularly appealing on~ io~ children, a. t~sk which sui generis 
. . -
provides motivation for the child to comply. 
The large scale study of . children 1 s drawings ref erred to above 
and described by McCarty (1924) is worthy of dis.cussion because of 
its scope and pertinence to the present stu~. Large numbers of 
spontaneous drawings were collected from children aged four years, 
eleven months through eight years, eleven months of age in twenty-
six cities distributed throughout the United States. Examples of 
same of the nearby citie~ which participated included Boston and 
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Bangor, Maine; Buffalo, New York; and 
Trenton, New Jers~. The children were given the following directions 
by their teachers, after being provided-with white paper 6 x 9 inches, 
and a brown or black crayon~ "I want you each to make me a picture 
today. You may draw anything you wish. Do not let anyone know 
what you are going to draw. 'Wben you have finished, b'ring it to 
me, and see if I can tell what it is. Draw anything you want to. n 
(McCarty, 1924, P• 9.) No further directions, suggestions or 
guidance was given• · On the back of each t;lrawing was indicated the 
sex and age of the child .in years ~nd months. 
A total of 31,239 drawings were collected, Bllalyzed, and 
classified by judges. The. classification of the drawings by content 
was a major undertaking, but it was ciear that drawing of the human 
figure was most popular, comprising 1~.5% of the objects drawn. 
Houses came second in ireqaency, with .13.9%. Trees were third, 
. . 
with 9 .3%. It is not hard to see that Buck. (1948) must have made 
use of.· these findings When be d~Vised his HC:>Use-Tree,..Person (HTP) 
• • • > •• • • 
Test. The average correlation with intelligen~e in this study was 
. +.35 with the highest correlation oceurnng at age eight (+.63) and 
. . . -
the lowest at age f'our ( +.ll). There was general agreement that 
children with low intelligence make poor drawings, but bright 
children ma;r or may not. make good drawings. Good drawings seemed 
to be correlated more with school success than with.intelligence. 
Recent Studies with Physically Handicapped children. Since 
it is not possible to· review'in detail. the recent voluminous· 
literature concerned with children's drawings, a series of pertinent 
studies have been . selected to . emphas;tze recent trends in the areas · · 
of personality development and· self-concept using physically 
handicapped children, particularly cerebral palsied· and poliomyelitis 
,').• 
victims, as subjects. 
Elsa Miller (1958), in a clinical study of 55 cerebral palsied · 
. . ,. -
children aged seven· through twelve years, from dull normal to high 
average intelligence, and of average to high socioeconomic levels, 
confirmed a disturbance in the self-concept through the use of 
projective techniques, including figure drawings. She concluded that 
all of the children she studied suffered from inadequate relation-
ships with others, and many of the children. exhi.bited an unusual 
degree of hostilit,y. 
Problems in the self-concept were revealed. HUman figure 
drawings and other projective techniques (Thematic Apperception 
Test, Children's Apperception Test, and the Rorschach) were . 
used in addition to the child's spontaneously expressed feelings. 
The self-concept was one of mental and physical inadequacy, 
self-abasement, gliilt and even worthlessness in some cases. A 
disturbed self-concept was evident in all of the mildly handi-
capped children, ·though to varying degrees. 23 
In eight severely handicapped children, the self-concept was one of 
inadeqaaey but not worthlessness. Hostility was generally lacking. 
Signs of excessive dependency and immaturity were present in 811 of 
these eight children. 
Block (1955) in an ~erimental study of 38 randomly selected 
cerebral palsied children., scotched Phelps' (1948) long-held notion 
that there are consistent psyehologieal d:i.fferenees between spastics 
and athetoids. There·were no s~nifieant differences found in their 
emotional life, interpersonal relationships, or attitudes towards 
disability •. Block also found a positive correlation (rho • +.402) 
significant at the .10 level of confidence between increasing 
severit,y a£ physical disability and increasing psychological mal• 
~3 Miiler, E. 1958. Cerebral palsied children and their 
parents. Except. Child., 24, P• 299. · 
adjustment. This corroborates Barker1s (1946, P• 73) hypothesis, 
which predicted that such a relationship would hold true. Although 
not within the usually accepted range of confidence, nevertheless 
the chances are 9 to 1 that this finding would not occur by chance 
alone. 
Shere (19.57) in a stut\r of 30 twin pairs, with and without 
cerebral pals,r respectively, also concluded that there were no 
characteristic psychological differences between spastics and 
athetoids. However, contrary to Block, Shere feels that cerebral 
palsied children are not always'D.or necessarily socially or emotion-
. ally maladjusted. Her group consisted of the complete ranga of 
severity of physical disabi;Lity, from mild through moderate to 
severe. Because of the extra attent~on lavished on them by their 
parents, the cerebral palsied twin tended to be more cheerful, less 
stubborn or resistant, more patient, le.ss: sensitive to flattery, and 
less jealous. Shere concluded that the condition of cerebral palsy 
can be more harmful to the social and emotional development of the 
non-handicapped child than it is to his cerebral palsied twin. It 
must be recognized however, tha~ the eondi tion of cerebral palsy in 
twinning is relatively rare, and the occurrence of cerebral pals.r in 
a setting of older or younger sibli-q.gs is more generally the rule. 
Peters (19.57) attempte~ to evaluate changes in social and 
self-perception of the cerebral palsied child after a two week 
residential camping period. The subjects were 31 males and females 
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ranging in age from 9 to 66. years, attending ... a· two. week residential. 
camp ai# the Children•s Aid Home in Northampton, Massachusetts, during 
the summer of 1956. The testing instrument wS:s a modified form of 
the Osgood Semantic Differential Scales. These scales are presumed 
to measure attitudes and .feelings towards self, father, mother, boys, 
girls, and other people in general. The resulting pre-and post-
test means for eaoh.scale were not statistically different at .the 
.o5 level of significance. However, the author points to possible 
"trendsn in the data towards a more positive perception of self 
and others after the camp experience. (The change 1n perception 
. toward Mother was negative). Peters raises the somewhat embarrass-
ing qa est ion as to whether the two we~k ·camping period was beneficial 
to the_cerebral palsied subjects, but leaves the field with the 
.·question unanswered. 
Psychological Aspects of Poliomyelitis.. It seems significant 
that in a recent 667 page text . of an International Symposium on 
current problems in poliomyelitis that only four pages were devoted 
to the emotional problems o.f polio patients. This was a brief 
· chapter entitled: "Some Mental aDd. Emotional Aspects of Poliomyelitis't 
by Leonard v. Wendland (1958, pp .. 557-560) • . ·Wendland discusses the 
extreme emotional stress and possible shock due to t~e sudden onset 
of bulbospinal polio, and makes the point that the pre-illness 
adjustment, adequate or inadequate, contributes to the severity· 
of the reaction to the Sudden onset. However, for children, 
outside of possible difficult adjustment to the ward routine of the 
hospital without mother, Wendland states: 
"the person who has an early illness resulting in residual 
paralysis is frequently able ~o integrate such residuals into 
the developing personality structure with a minill1um of difficulty 
••• Adaptations are made early in life by discovering and cultivat~ 
ing those things in which he ~s proficient, resulting in adequate 
ego satisfaction.n·24 . 
Thus it would be predicted that the child who contracted polio at a 
. . 
relatively early age, and granted a psychologically healthy pre• 
_illness course with good· parental acceptance, would end with a 
relatively mature and stable personality- structure, as compared 
with the onset at adolesee.nee,.for example, when even greater stress 
is placed on physique, attractiveness of the b?dy, and the abilit,r to 
demonstrate physical prowess and power. 
With adults, polio comes as a threat· to onets role as a breadw 
winner, parent, and sex partner. Initially, the hospital reaction 
is anxiety, with older patients (men and women over age 27) admitting 
this emotional turmoil, six to eight months before it is expressed 
· in younger adolescents and adults. Regression. is another defense 
mechanism utilized, and quite underst~dably. As the patient is 
taken_ up with immediate pain and the physical treatment program, he 
might well be expected to become less mature and more narcissistic. 
Twenty ... four-hourwawday care for the bulbospinal patient may well 
reactivate infantile dependent patterns of behavior."-
- -
Depression is. still an'Other hospitai· re~ctiont. Dynamically, we 
know this is the introjection of guilt over a feeling of loss. Here 
24 -· . . . ' ... .· . 
Wendland, L. V. 1958. . Some mental and emotional aspects of 
·poliomyelitis. In International PoliOIJlYelitis Congress• .Poliomyelitis. 
Fhi'ladelphia, :Pa.~ J,. B. Lippincott, P• 558. 
it is not loss of an object as such, but loss of function which 
produces grief or sorrow, sinee it is in a sense. the ttcieathtt of a 
body part. Actually, such a depression is considered a heal thy 
reaction, since it means that the patient is coming to grips with 
the reality problem, and can presumably gfJ) on to readjustment with 
a DSJf body concept •.. 
Perhap~ worse off emotio~ally are those patients who ~ 
that they have polio, that they . are not paralyzed, or that their 
· body has not changed. This denial of reality does not contribUte 
to ad~quate ps,ychologica1 recQver,Y n~r vocational adjustment. 
Hostilit.v, perhaps initiall:r ~elf-.airected, i.e., blaming 
oneself for becoming ill, is directed at the doctor who diagnosed 
the case, or at the nurse, physical therapists or attendants. 
To direct hostilit.v outwards takes greater ego s,trength, but it is 
by far the neal thier adjustment •. 
One clinical example of this latter point concerns an ex-Marine 
Who was paralyzed during a tank explosion in battle •. Medical 
indications directed that this patient's spine be permanent~ fused 
in a sitting or a standing position. He chose the standing or 
upright position and has never been able to sit since. Happily 
married, a prosperous profession~l business man; pillar of the 
church, and honored by- many community organizations, this corporation 
lawyer spends his time aggressival;r battling for his clients' tax 
claims against the United States Government-the actual and original 
.. f 
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source of his injury. This· is an example of subl:imated, outwardly ... 
directed hostility at its quintessence. 
Cath, Glud, and Blane (1957) r~ort a ease history of a· severe~ 
ly handicapped 21-year old male who . was severely paralyzed from the 
neck down with poliomrelitis. He was a most difficult and uneoopera~ 
tive patient, acutely uncomfortable and highly suspicious and demandw 
ing of others. PsychotherapY with a male therapist over a six"'4llonth 
period brought forth early material concerning a tonsillec~ at 
age three years. He was grabbed by his mother and aunt and placed 
on the ki tehen table, while he struggled . against . the anesthesia 
mask., feeling he was being smothered and killed. After working 
thrgugh this earlier threat to his bodily integrity, his adjustment 
at the hospital improved considerably. 
Ware., Fisher and Cleveland (1957) support the hypothesis that 
the individual who already possesses a body image with firm, definite 
and protective boundaries will be better able to withstand the threat 
incurred by physical insult, to incorporate the damage into his body• 
schema., and to reestablish the body' ... image boundary. In an experiment 
with 56 hospitalized post-poli~elitis patients (age range: 15 to 
43 years, median age: 26J r. q. range:- 72 to ll6j median r. Q.r 
· 114.), the Rorschach Test was administered individually 1 and then 
scored according to criteria outlined by Fisher & Cleveland to obtain 
aBarrier Score. "Barrier" responses on the Rorschach consist of 
any percept which· emphasizes protective, decorative, covering or 
41.· 
concealing attributes (for example, "fort, with high walls"., "man 
. . . 
in a suit of armor", "woman with an elaborate, highly" brocaded gown"). 
Eliminating number of Rorschach responses and I. Q. as possible 
interfering variables, the authors eonclud~ that there is a significant 
relationship between higher barrier score and "satisfactory" adjust.-. · 
ment as rated by hospital personnel. 
The review o£ the literature presented in this chapter provides 
a background for the present stUdy the details of which will be 
presented in the next chapter. 
GHAPTER III 
THE EIPERIMENT: PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
AT DAY AND RESIDENT CAMPS 
"Consider your verdict, n the King said to the jury. 
"Not yet, not yet1" the Rabbit interrupted hastily. 
"There's a great deal to came before that.n · 
~ Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland 
P• 137 . 
To contemplate the words "summer campn might easily bring to mind 
the idea of children both relaxed and active, enjoying themselves, 
shouting and playing, together and separately, making things, doing 
things, but above all having a good time. Such an image does not 
leave any room for the presence of the research scientist, encumbered 
with hypotheses, invading the scene, observing, recording, testing, 
and evaluating. Yet it is possible to reconcile these two diverse 
images, as previous studies of camping and campers have shown. The 
research scientist usually ends up enjoying himself, and the camper is 
but slightly inconvenienced by being evaluated, partly because the 
. ~ 
evaluations themselves are fairly entertaining. This chapter describes 
one such s,ymbiotic relationship between research scientist and campers. 
More specifically, this c~apter describes the physical camp setting, 
the subjects in the study, the test instrum~nts used, and characteristics 
of the judges who participated in the study. 
-42-
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A.. THE CAMP SETTING 
The Physical Setting. Two camp sites were utilized in this study:. 
a day camp and a resident camp. The day camp chosen for study was Camp 
Massasoit in Johnston, R. I. It is run for ten weeks during the sununer 
by the Cranston Y. M. c. A., and for tWo additional weeks for physically 
handicapped children with the same staff by the Providence Rotary Club 1 
in affiliation with the Cranston Y. M. c. A., Crippled Children & 
Adults of R. I., and the R. I. Chapter of the National Poliomyelitis 
Foundation. A1.1. the physically handicappfi!d children: who ·are chosen to 
attend consist of cerebral palsied and post-polio children who are 
thoroughly screened by the staff of the Meeting Street School, includ-
ing medical examination, psychological evaluation, and evaluations by 
physical, occupational and speech therapists. ~
children are screened out.. The children are transported to and from· 
camp daily by volunteer members of the Providence Rotary Club, and a 
hot meal is provided to all children and staff each day, as well as 
enough white and chocolate milk for two "milk breaks" daily. The camp 
. . 
site itself consists of one large permanent building which contains an 
assembly hall, hobby shop, administrative offices, kitchen, dressing 
roams and bathroom facilities. There are three large tents used for 
smaller group gatherings, but most activities are carried on in the 
open air. The surrounding area is rocky and wooded, but the camp site 
slopes on one side to a large baseball field, and on the other to an 
open beach area on a large, calm lake. This latter site is used for 
swimming instruction. 
The resident camp chosen for this study was Camp Hemlocks, off 
the Huntington Turnpike, in Trumbull, Connecticut. Camp Hemlocks is 
run as a recreation program by the Connecticut Society for Crippled 
Children & Adults, Inc., and serves a wide age range of physically 
handicapped . children and adults from age six through age seventy in 
' . . -
different two-week periods throughout each summer. The particular 
group chosen in this study was their Junior Group, with an age range 
. -· 
of six to ten years, nearest in range to the children available at 
----""-- ------ . 
Camp Massasoi t. Camp Hemlocks is a resident camp program, with 
children screened through the Connecticut State Health Department. 
There are forty-eight children in attendance, and a total staff or 
~hirty counselors and other workers. Camp Hemlocks is located on the 
plateau of a hill, with surrounding wooded area. There is a central 
dining-assembly hall buil~ng, with eight nearby tar-paper and wooden 
cabins to each sleep six campers and two counselors. There is no 
fresh wa "fer lake, but a modern swimming pool has been built with 
adjacent dressing room facilities. The activit,y program of both camps 
is remarkably s:iJnilar, with four separate periods of activit,y schedul .. 
ed during the morning and afternoon. All the children in both camps 
are exposed to all of the following activities: Flag Raising ceremony, 
Baseball or other ball games, Archery, Nature and Indian Lore, Hobbies 
and Crafts, group games, and Swimming. In addition, each camp has 
varied special activities from t:ime to t:iJne, such as movies, water 
safety demonstrations, short hikes, magic, etc. 
Camp Staff. The ratio of campers to counselors at the d~ camp 
(Camp Massasoit) was 3 to l, and the ratio of campers to counselors 
at the resident camp (Camp Hemlocks) was approximately 2 to 1. For 
the normal non-handicapped day campers in the control group at Camp 
Massasoit the ratio was 9 to 1. The educational level of the Camp 
Massasoit staff was high school senior or above. The camp director 
was well acquainted ~th_their personal and academic records, and 
reported that their I. Q.•s ranged between 120 and 145. All the 
seniors were in college preparator,r programs, and the remainder were 
teachers during the academic year. At Camp Hemlocks the educational 
level was slightly higher, with the counselors mainly sophomores and 
juniors in college. 
J3:.. THE SUBJECTS 
Four Groups. The subjects in this study" comprised four separate 
groups. These main groups were as follows: 
I~ Physically handicapped, Day Campers (N = 40) 
II. Physically handicapped, Resident Campers (N = 29) 
::m. Non-handicapped, Day Campers (N = 28) 
IV. School, Non Campers (N = 16) 
Groups I and II constitute the Experimental Groups, and Groups 
III and IV are the Control Groups. 
Group I, Physically handicapped, Day Campers, consisted of forty 
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children, 18 boys and 22 girls, ranging in age from 7 years 1 month 
to 12 years 0 months. The mean age of the boys was 9 years 3 months, 
and the mean age of the girls was 9 years 6 months. (See Table 3.1). 
Twentyesix (65%) were diagnosed as Cerebral Palsy, and the remaining 
fourteen (35%) were diagnosed as Post-poliomyelit~s. Their range of 
physical handicap was defined by criteria supplied by Denhoff and 
Holden. 
A mildly handicapped child is one whose gait, speech and 
pnysical activit,y appears normal except that fine prehension of 
movement may be impaired. A moderately handicapped child is able 
to walk unassisted, although his gait may differ from the .normal. 
Generally, he has only fair use of one upper extremity. His 
speech is understandable, but may be indistinct. This moderate" 
ly handicapped child often demonstrates behavioral disturbances. 
A severely handicapped child is usually unable to care for all 
his own bodily needs because· he is unable to walk unassisted, talk 
clearly, or has little use of his hands .1 · 
Using the above definitions as criteria, the author classified 
all of the handicapped children in Groups I and II. In Group I, 
fifteen children (37 .5%) were classified a~;~ mildly handicapped, ten 
(25%) as moderately handicapped, and fifteen (37.5%) as severely 
handicapped. These findings are presented in Table 3.2. 
Intelligence quotients were computed for Groups I, II and III 
as described in the next section. Using the Vocabular,r Test of the 
Revised Stanford ... Binet, Form L (1937) as·an efficient brief form of 
intelligence measurement, mental ages were obtained and I. Q. figures 
were calculated.· These data are presented in Table 3.3. For Group 
I, the physically handicapped Day Camp grou~, the mean I. Q. for the 
1 Denhoff, E., and Holden, R. H. Family influence on successful 
school adjustment ·or physically handicapped children. Except. Child., 
1954, p. 5. 
TABLE 3.1 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE OF SUBJECTS 
IN THE FOUR GROUPS, IN YEARS AND MONTHS. 
GROUP 
I Day C~pers 
II Resident Campers 
III Normal Campers 
IV Non Campers 
Boys Girls Range 
7e•l to 12 ... 0 
6 ... 7 to 12 .. 4 
6 ... 9 to 11-4 
6....6 to lOeS 
TABLE 3.2 
CLASSIFICATION OF DEGREE OF HANDICAP 
GROUP I ... Day 
Mild 
Moderate 
Severe 
Total 
GROUP II ... Resident 
Boys 
6 
5 
7 
18 
Mild 8 
Moderate 5 
Severe 3 
Total. 16 
Girls 
9 
5 
8 
22.' 
6 
3 
4 
13 ·.·· 
Total 
15 
10 
15 
40 
14 
8 
7 
29 
48. 
% 
31.5 
25 
37.5 
49 
27 
24 
TABLE 3.3 
MEAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF EACH GROUP 
BASED ON REVISED STANFORD ... BINET, FORM L, 
VOCABULARY TEST •. 
49. 
GROUP N Boys Girls 
Boys & Girls 
Combined 
I Day Campers 40 95.1 99.6 97.4 
II Resident Campers 29 97.6 102.5 100.0 
III Non handicapped Campers 28 113.8 115.0 114.4 
IV School, Non Campers 16 104.5 109.3 106.9 
Mean of Means 113 103.7 106.6 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
50. 
TABLE 3.4 
SOCIO"ECONOMIC LEVELS OF EACH GROUP 
BASED ON MlNERIS CLASSIFICATION (1956). 
% N=40 N=29 
U. Sq Group I Group II 
Population Day Resident 
Professional-
Managerial 12.2 5% 7% 
Skilled 31.7) 23%) 27%) 
. ) 70.il. )75% )67% 
Semi Skilled 38 .. 4) 52%) 40%) 
Unskilled 17.7 18% 7% 
Unknown ~ 2% 17% 
N=30 N=16 
Group In Group IV 
Normals Non Campers 
7% 12.5% 
46%) 25 %) 
)82% )75% 
36%) 50 %) 
7% 7.5% 
3% ............. 
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boys was 95.1, with a range from 59 to 143. The mean I. Q. for the 
girls was 99.6, with a range from 75 to 150. For boys and girls 
combined, the mean I. Q. was 97 .4. 
Socio-economic status for each child in all groups was obtained, 
based on the criteria supplied .by Miner (1956).' Miner groups father's 
occupations into four hierarchical levels: I Professional~anagerial; 
II Skilled; III Semi ... Skille<ir and IV Unskilled. Some examples of 
each level are: I accountant, lawyer, doctor; II toolmaker, farm 
owner, stenographer; III retail clerk, truck driver; IV laborer, 
maintenance man. Father's occupation and socio-economic level 
estimated for each child in the study is presented in Appendix A. 
Table 3.4 prowides evidence for comparison between groups. For 
Group I, 5% of the group are classified in Level I, Professional-
Managerial; 23% in Level II1 52% in Level Ill, and 18% in Level 
IV. This compares with u. s. population figures of 12.2%, 31,7%, 
38.4%, and 17.7% respectively. 
For a summar.y of the classification information on all four 
groups in this study, the reader is referred to Table 3.5. 
Group II, Physically handicapped Resident Campers, consisted of 
twenty-nine children, 16 boys and 13 girls, ranging in age from 6 
years 7 months to 12 years 4 months. The mean· age o.f' the boys was 9 
years 5 months, and the mean age of the girls was 9 years 1 month. 
(See Table 3.1). Thirteen (45%) of the group were diagnosed as 
cerebral palsied, five (17%) were diagnosed Post-poliomyelitis, and 
I 
SUMMARY CLASSIFICATION DATA FOR ALL CHILDREN IN THIS STUDY. 
(N = 113) 
I II III IV Mean or Day Resident ·Normal School Total 
18 16 14 8 Boys 56 
22 13 14 8 Girls 57 
- -
~
-40 29 28 11' Combined N 113 
9-5 9-3 8 ... 8 8 ... 6 Mean Age 8 ... 11 
7 .... 1; 12 ... 0 6 ... 7;; 12-4 6-9; _n ... 4 6..o6; 10-8 Age Range 6,..6; 12-4 
97.4 100.0 114.4 106.9 Mean I.· Q. 104.,8 
59-143 59-145 82-138 87 ... 120 I. Q •. Range 59-145 
65.0% 45% 
- -
Cerebral Palsy . 55.0% 
35.0%. 17% 
- -
Post-polio 26.,0% 
0 38% 
- -
Other neurological 19.0% 
37.5% 49% 
- -· 
Mild 43.2% 
25.0% 27% 
- -
Moderate 26.0% 
37.5% 24% 
- -
.Severe 30.8% 
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eleven (38%) were diagnosed central nervous ~stem disorder (spina 
bifida or muscular dystrophy). Forty-nine per cent of the group 
were classified as mildly·handicapped, 27% as moderately handicapped, 
and 24% as severely handicapped. (See Table 3.2). The mean 
intelligence quotient for the boys in this group was 97.6, and for 
the girls, 102.5, with a range from 59 to 139. Socioeconomic 
classification based em Minerts four-level classification (1957) 
places 67% of the children in Levels II and III, which compares 
favorably with the United States percentage of 70.1% (Miner, 1957, 
pp. 165..;.169). 
Group III, Non"handicapped Day Campers, attended Camp Massasoit 
for the two-week camping period prior to the camping period of Group 
I. Group III utilized the same physical eamp setting and had the 
same counselors as the physically handicapped Group r. Group III 
consisted of 14 boys and 14 girls, ranging in age from 6 years 9 
months to 11 years 4 months. The mean age of the boys was 8 years 
3 months, and the mean age of the girls was 9 years 1 month, with a 
range . from 6 years 9 months through . 11 years 4 months~ There were 
no physical abnormalities of c~ntral nervous system origin reported 
in the physician's physical examination of any of these children. 
The mean intelligence quotient as obtained fr~m the.Revised Stanford" 
Binet, Form L (1937) Vocabulary Test, was 113.8 for the boys, and 
. . 
115.0 for the girls. 
Group IV was a second control group consisting of 16 physically 
normal school children chosen at random from a population of over 350 
school children in the East Providence School s,rstem. These children 
were non-campers, tested during the 1958 school year, two months prior 
to the study of Groups I, II, and III. Two boys and two girls were 
chosen at random from Grades l through 4, making a total of 8 boys 
and 8 girls in this group. The mean chronological age of the boys 
was 8 years 6 months, and the mean chronological age for the girls was 
8 years 5 months, with a range from 6 years 6 months through 10 years 
8 months. The mean intelligence quotient for the boys in this group 
was 104.5, and for the girls 109.3. Seventy-five percent of the 
subjects were included in socio-economic levels II and III, as compar-
ed with 70.1 % of the United States population. 
Sample Characteristics. 
The Revised Stanford-Binet, Form L, Vocabulary Test results for 
all the groups except Group IV are presented in Table 3.3. It would 
appear that the physically hand~capped groups have a mean I. Q. in 
the average range (boys, mean I. Q. 96.4j and girls, mean I. Q. 101.0) 
whereas the non-physically handicapped campers have a mean I. Q. in 
the high average range (boys, mean I. Q. 113.8, and girls,·mean I. Q. 
115.0). However, there is some evidence to indicate that all these 
mean figures are spuriously high. The Binet Vocabulary Test was 
initially chosen as the best brief measure of accurate estimation of 
intellectual capacit,y. However, the mental abilities of individuals 
with brain damage are not equal in all areas, and problems involving. 
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visual-motor reproduction are particularly susceptible to disturbance 
in the brain injured, with a consequent lowering of mean functioning 
when visual-motor test items are included in an intelligence scale. 
Therefore, it would be expected that on· the full scale Binet the mean 
I. Q. would be lower for the cerebral palsied children then the mean 
I. Q. obtained on the Binet Vocabulary alone. This, in £act, is exactly 
the case. A comparison of overall I. Q. scores obtained on the 
Revised Stanford-Binet, FormL, on 22 of the 40 children in the 
Experimental Day Camp group gives a mean I. Q. of 80.3 for the boys, 
and 85.5 for the girls. This is 16.5 and 15.5 points respectively 
lower than the present Binet Vocabulary mean scores presented for 
their group in Table 3.3. 
For Group IV, the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests, Sixth 
Edition, far Grades one and two, were.administered to the first and 
second grade children respectively in the East Providence School 
Department, as described above. The Kuhlmann-Anderson test-~etest 
reliabilities are quite satisfactory, ranging from 0.88 to .95, 
computed for a single grade. Although there is little reading, the 
test is highly verbal, and this fact makes it comparable in content 
to the Binet Vocabulary which was utilized for the other groups. 
Thorndike and Hagan (1955) in their evaluation of test instruments 
consider the Kuhlmann-Anderson to be one of the best all-around 
group intelligence tests. 
Further, more detailed statistical. comparisons of the four groups 
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will not be made for the following reasons:· (1) each group is its 
own control, since before and after comparisons on the various test 
instruments for each group independently are the measures in which 
we are interested; (2) except for Group IV, no assumptions about 
the representativeness of each group as far as the population of 
cerebral palsy or poliomyelitis can be made. The implications of 
this in regard to the statistical treatment of the data will be 
further elaborated upon in the next section; (3) therefore, the 
classification of the children in terms of age, intelligence, and 
socio-economic factors are for informational rather than comparative 
purposes, and standard deviations and tests for significance of 
difference between groups were not made. 
: ~C":: • TEST INSTRUMENTS 
'fi.le following tes_t instruments were utilized in this study: 
1. Goodenough Draw .. A...Man Test 
2. Behavior Rating Scales (Holden) 
3· Counselor Ranking Scales (Holden) 
~. Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test. This test was originated by 
Goodenough (1926), and studies involving it were described in detail 
in Chapter II. Here we will merely recapitulate that the test~retest 
reliability of the Goodenough drawing test is quite satisfactory, 
ranging from .69 in a study by McCurdy (1947) to .90 in a study by 
Yepson (1935). The directions were very simple and consisted of the 
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following statement: "Draw a picture of a person. Make the best one 
you can. Take your time, and draw the best one you can.n 
If any questions arose about the procedure, the directions were 
repeated, or some wording was given which indicated that the structuring 
of the task was up to the child. The two most frequent questions fram ( 
the children 'toifere, (Q) ttShould I draw a boy or a girl?Jt (A) "Itrs 
up to you.n (Q) "Should I draw just the head or the whole person?" 
(A) "Draw a whole person." Other questions were answered in a 
similar fashion, emphasizing the intent of the initial directions that 
the task was the responsibility of the child, but that he should attempt 
. . 
to perform up to the optimal of his capacity. The answers involved 
repetition of such phrases as,. "Make the best one you can"; nrt•s up 
to you"; "Go ahead. I know you can do it.rr There were no children 
in the entire study who refused to attempt this task. 
The modification of the directions in this study to "draw a 
person" rather than "draw a mann was· especially designed to see if 
physically handicapped children would draw a same sex figure or an 
opposite sex figure. The experimental evidence definitely indicates: 
that it is most usual for boys to draw boys, and girls to draw girls, 
at all age levels of development studied (Jolles, 1952). Although 
the American literature fails to indicate that chil~en in any of 
the studies reported had any difficulty in adjusting to the open-
ended task of "Draw a person", Mintz (1959) in a review of recent 
Soviet psychological literature, reports that the free assignment 
--. 
) 
I 
/ ( 
\ 
of ttDraw whatever you like" is one of the tasks most disliked by Russian 
children who are just entering grade school. 
2. Behavior Rating Scales (Holden). These rating scales were devised 
by the author to tap some of the important personality and behavioral 
dimensions that might be observable yet subject to change during a two-
week camping period. They had a previous trial run during the 1957 
' - ' 
camping period at Camp Massasoit, and were then slightly revised after 
consultation about their effectiveness and ease of rating by the camp 
counselors. The dimensions are as follows: 
Activity: A continuum from constructive, energetic activity to 
listless lethargy and inaction. 
Socialization: A continuum from high popularity with group members 
to complete withdrawal from group interests. 
Fantasy~ Unusual, peculiar, or weird verbalizations to very 
realistic, objective reality-centered conversations. 
Group Integration: An identification~with-leader continuum, from 
helping the leader to organize activities for the group to an inability 
to. follow the leader's directions and suggestions. 
Anxiety: From extreme nervousness, inappropriate fearfulness and 
tension to relaxed calmness even under some pressure or tension. 
Distractibility: From a quick flitting from one activity to 
another ~rlthout any sense of depth or completion, to a persistent, 
persevering continuity to finish a task or game. 
Dependency: From always asking for adult help even when apparently · 
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quite capable of performing ("I can 1 t do it.") to an expectation of 
carrying out a task without adult assistance even though somewhat 
handicapped ( nr can do it myself. 11 ) 
Aggression: From cruelty and angry assault on children_, animals 
or adults, to being hurt by others without maintaining a defense. 
Mood: From wild hilarity and hypomania, to unhappy tearfulness 
- --
and unconsolable sadness. 
These nine scales were presented with explanations of the 
behavior which might be observed b,y the counselors. Additional 
queries from the counselors were answered, and the counselors were 
requested to complete these ratings on a five-point scale. A 
sample of the :form used is found in ,Appendix D 
" . . 
Table 3.6 provides us with some valuable information about the 
reliability of the camp counselor ratings. The problem of reliability 
of counselor ratings often is encountered in the evaluation of the 
camp program, and camp directors vary considerably in the weight they 
wish to place on counselor's opinions about the camper's pe~formance, 
his personality, or the amount of change observed. c-Table J;6·>provides 
data on the ratings of two separate observers for all of the groups 
presented. The comparisons made are based on the same observers for 
each group, for before and after camp. 
The data indicate that observations of either boys or girls in 
a day camp program during the first day are not particularly reliable. 
In other words, the counselors• voiced opinion that they "just can't 
TABLE 3.6 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR A SERIES OF COUNSELOR RATINGS 
BEFORE AND AFTER CAMP. BASED ON SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT (rho). EACH GROUP WAS RATED BY TWO SAME SEX 
COUNSELORS INDEPENDENTLY. 
GROUP N 
rho 
Before 
Camp 
rho 
After 
Camp 
I Day, Boys 8 .32: .81* 
8 .20 .83* 
I Day, Girls 12 .28 .67* 
10 .10 .49 
II Resident, Boys 5 .90* .9<Y~ 
6 .94i* .89* 
* Significant at or beyond .05 
iH~ Significant at or beyond .01 
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tell what a child is- like in such a short length of time" is quite 
valid. The Spearman reliability coefficients ranging.from .10 to .32 
are quite low, and not significant. However, the continued observation 
of the children, both boys and girls, over a two-week period allows 
for much higher agreement between the same counselors, rating these 
children independently. At the end of the camping period, the 
coefficients are raised from .49 to .83, with three of the four 
coefficients being significant at or beyond the .05 level. 
The data for the resident counselor ratings of two units of boys 
indicate very high and significant reliabilities tight from the very 
beginning. It is the author's .opinion that these high levels of 
. . 
agreement about the boys :in their charge is. partly a function of the 
greater amount of.observation possible before the ratings were made. 
Although both Day and Resident counselors were asked to rate their 
charges o.n the second day following opening of camp, the Day counsel-
ors had observed their children only six hours, while the Resident 
counselors had had the advantage of close and complete contact with 
their children for almost forty-eight hours. It is felt that this 
time element partially explains these findings, aJ. though the interest 
of the counselors in the overall stuqy. remains an unmeasured variable. 
However, it was the author's own subjective observation that the Day 
girl counselors were not as sensitive to nuances of ratings as were 
the male counselors of either the Day or Resident camps, and it is 
interesting that these Day girl counselors have the lowest reliability 
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coefficients both at the beginning and e11;d of the camp _period. 
3. Counselor Ranking Scale. (Holden). In order to give the 
counselors more freedom in evaluating which children they considered 
showing improvement, and yet allow them to use their own subject-
:ive criteria for this judgment, the Counselor Ranking ScaJ.es were 
devised for this study. Another advantage of sucb an instrument is 
the ease With which it lends itself to correlational an3J.ysis. The 
counselor was asked to rank the children in their group ·from . best to 
worst on several dimensions: (1) OveraJ.l impression; (2) BasebaJ.l 
and Sports; (.3) Hobbies and Crafts; (4) Troublesomeness to 
Counselor; (5) Acceptance by others. A sample of the Counselor 
Ranking Scale is presented in Appendix D. The specific directions 
were as fallows: 
You are to use your best judgment. to rate aJ.l of the 
children in your group, from BEST to WORST. For example, 
the BEST boy is rated 015" (or the top number in your group). 
The WORST boy is rated 01". The first column is for your 
OVERALL RATING of each boy, as dompared With .all the others. 
Columns (2), (3), (4) and (5) are for specific ratings, as 
in<ticated. in the title of each column. Column (1) ratings 
MA.Y NOT AND NEED NOT AGREE with your ratings of the .children 
in any other column. 
Table 3.7 provides Spearman rank order correlations between 
Counselor Behavior Ratings and the overall Counselor Rankings 
for aJ.l groups, before and after camp. Since aJ.l the correlations 
are significant at .o5 or above, Counselor Behavior Ratings were 
chosen for further investigation. 
Procedure. The Goodenough Draw~-Person Test was administered 
TABLE 3.7 
SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETwEEN COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATINGS 
AND OVERALL. COUNSELOR RANKINGS OF GROUPS I, II AND III, BEFORE AND 
AFTER CAMP,· AND . LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE. 
Group N 
I Day 40 
II Resident 29 
III Normal 28 
Total. 97 
. Mean r 8 
**Significant beyond .01 level. 
*Significant at .o5 level. 
rs 
Before 
.67**. 
.63** 
.72** 
.67i~ 
.72** 
• .55** 
.38* 
.55** 
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to all campers on the first or second morning of camp. ' I The children l 
were tested in groups of four or five at a time at large tables, seatML. 
ed far enough apart so that they did not see each other•s production. \ 
This same procedure was utilized in the· readministration ·of the test 
on the last or the next to the last day of camp. At the first ad-
ministration, they were also requested to.complete the Binet Vocabulary 
Test so that an estimate o~ their intellectual functioning could be 
obtained, and ths,y were asked to report their father's occupation 
for an estimate of their socioeconomic status. (Miner, 1957; Holden 
& Isaksen, 1959). 
The Counselor Ranking Scales and Behavior Rating Scales were given 
to the counselors at a group meeting at the end of the first da,y of 
camp, and were required to be returned to the author by the end of 
the second day of camp~ A second set of Ranking Scales and Behavior 
Rating Scales were given to the counselors on the next to .the last 
day of camp in the afternoon, and were required to be completed on 
all children b,y the afternoon on the last day •. 
:D.. THE JUDGES 
After the drawings were collected, they were arranged in pairs, 
with a ttBeforen and "After" drawing for each child. These pairs 
were presented in random order to a series of six judges, who will be 
described below. There were six_judges, three males and three females. 
Two of the three males were Ph.D. Clinical Psychologists with over two 
years experience past the doctorate in a Childrents Hospital for 
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emotionaJ.ly disturbed childr.en. These practicing clinical psycholo-
gists were daily faced with the task of evaluating children1s draw-
ings, since a good deal of their time is spent in diagnostic evalua-
tion and assessment through the use of projective techniques. Since 
the hospital has a strong norganiclt orientation, and many children 
in the age range six to twelve are often considered to have some 
cortical or sub-cortical pathology, these psychologists are aware 
of the problems inthe diagnosis of brain-injured vs. non-brain-
injured children. The third ·male is a young drug salesman with 
----------- ··--- ····· ---------~-----·-;--·_· n 
. ----------~ r 
no ~e_:~:~:__e~~uating .drawings, .. and rdth little knowledge ~ 
of children in generai;· -He-wa~f included to compare his ability to 
discriminate 11Beforen from ttAftertt drawings with that of the clinical 
psychologists. 
Two of the three female judges were teachers of elementary 
school children, and thus had considerable experience with children 
and also the evaluation, subjective though it might be, of Children's 
art productions including the drawing of a person. Both of these 
judges were particularly enthusiastic about the task of judging the . 
drawings, and enjoyed the assignment thorougbly. The third female 
judge was a in.a.rried housewife with rio children but who enjoys having 
the neighborhood children visit her~ She," too, was:·particularly 
enthusiastic about the study, and qualitative observations of this 
woman in other settings confir~ed the suggestion that she was 
extremely sensitive to children's needs. Characteristics of the 
six judges are presented in Table 3.8. 
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·. TABLE 3.8 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIX JUDGES 
Judge Sex Age Education Marital Status Occupation 
A M 34 Ph.D. Married; 2 children Clin. Psychologist 
B M 31 Ph.D. Married;· no children Olin. Psychologist 
c M 28 A. B. Single Drug Salesman 
D F 38 M .. A. Married; 2 children Teacher, 
elementar,y school 
E F 24 A. B. Married; no children Teacher, 
elementar,y school 
F F 42 H., s. Married; no children , Housewife 
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Although this study is not primarily concerned with the attributes 
of judges, nevertheless it would be prudent to spend a few moments 
considering some recent relevant research findings regarding the 
relationships between certain characteristics of judges and the 
reliability and validity of their judgments. 
Taft (1955) has recently gathered such findings together in a 
· comprehensive review of this problem. The most general statement 
that might be made about the subject is that the results of many 
of the studies are inconclusive or controversial, mainly due, -as Taft 
points out, to the low reliabilit.y of the measures used, the type of 
judgment required, the traits being judged, and the subjects used. 
Although there is always the problem of specificity·of judgments, 
nevertheless there does appear tobe enough evidence to suggest there 
may be a general ability of judges which ranges from ngood" to "poor"• 
. I -
The following characteristics have been fairly consistently found 
to be positively correlated with the ability to judge personality 
characteristics of other: (a) age (children being superior), (b) 
high intelligence, (c) specialization in the physical sciences, 
(d) esthetic and dramatic interests, (e) insight into onets own 
' .'h - -
.. 
status with respect to peers, (f) good emotional adjustment. 
Characteristics which have been fairly consistently found to be 
poq_rly correlated deh the ability to judge personali t.y characteristics 
' . .. . 
of others, are (a) age of adults, (b) sex, and most interesting, (c) 
amount of tra.irii.ngin psychology! 
..... 
-, 
Studies comparing the ability of professional psychologists 1 
with non-psychologists. do not, in general, .suggest . that those ) 
trained in psychology are better judges. . · If anything, the , 
contrary seems to be the case. In Estes 1. experiment (1938) ( 
psychologists were significantly poorer. than the average of a . 
wide. variety of. judges .(professional ah. d no. nprofessJ..· onal.· persons) \ .. · ·· 
in judging others on ratings, check lists and matching tests. · 
The material presented consisted of brief samples of S 1s \ 
expressive behaVior recorded in a movie •. These findirigs are \ 
supported by Wedell and Smith (1951) who compared qualified,· \ 
experienced clinicians with untrained, inexperienced inter-
Viewers on their.ability to predict the responses of 200 inter- 1 
. Viewees to an attituded questionnaire •. The untrained judges j' 
made the more accurate predictions. 2 
Another dimension besides the trained-untrained continuum has 
been . reported by Schmidt and McGowan (1959) to be influential in 
j~dges' ability to differentiate human figure drawings. This 
dimension is the. cognitive~affective continuum. Schmidt and McGowan 
obtain~d human figure drawings from thirty adult physically handi-
capped males and females with a visible .physical handicap, and 
thirty males and females . matched for s:im.:ilar range ot: intelligence, 
lower-middle and upper-lower socioeconomic groups, but.With.no 
physical handicap. .The judges were (1) .. three Ph.D. clinical or 
counseling psychologists with basic. knowledge and experience :with 
figure drawings,. and whose general professional orientation was 
characterized as ncognitiv~ 11 ; (2} three Ph.D. clinical or counseling 
psychologists with. the same t~e ·and .amount of background and. 
S?tPerience with .figure drawings, but who$e gener~ professional 
. . 
2 Ta.:t;t, R. 1955~ The abili:t;.y to judge people. . Psychol, Bull., g, PP• lO..;ll •.. 
Estes, G. G. i938. · Judging personality from expressive behaVior. 
J •. Abnorm. Soc. Psychol., 33, 217-236. · · 
-. - -. 
' 
Wedell, G., and Smith, K. u. 1951. Consistency of interView methods · 
in appraisal of attitudes. J~ Appl. Psychole, 35, 392-396;. 
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orientation was characterized as "affective"; and (3) three Ed.D. 
professors who had had no experience with or knowledge of figure 
~ drawing analysise Their professional orientation was not known, 
and they were characterized as the "naive" group. Thus, all three 
/ 
groups were composed of males equated for degree of professional 
training, but differing in professional orientation. The judgets 
task was to separate the. drawings of the physically handicapped in 
one pile, and the drawings of the non-handicapped in another. 
Although the success of the individual judges in .each of the three 
groups varied rather widely, nevertheless the probabilit,y that the 
average of the judge& selections varied from chance was .025 for 
the ttaffective" group, .005 for the "naive" group, and only .25 
for the "cognitive" group. These probability figures, computed from 
x2 analysis, suggest that the "affectiven and "naive" judges do a 
considerably better job in the discrimination of physically handi-
eapped individuals' .drawing from those of normals than do an 
equally well-trained group of judges who take a cognitive-
intellectual approach to their work. This study by Schmidt and 
McGowan has considerable relevance to the present research, and 
further considerations regarding the judges will be brought forth 
in Chapter IV. 
Directions to the Judges •. The following directions were 
presented verbal~ by the writer to each of the judges individually: 
·.I am going to present to you, in random order, a series 
of pairs of draWings. One was drawn before a two-week summer 
camp experience, and the other was drawn after the two~week 
summer camp experience. This particular set was drawn by 
physical~ handicapped (non-physically handicapped) boys (girls). 
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I want you to select the better drawing in each pair. It 
may help if you tell me why. you chose the ·particular drawing as 
11Bettern. Some people don't feel at all sure they can do this 
well, but make a choice even tho~gh you may not feel at all 
sure that you are correct in your choice. Take your time, but 
work as quickly as you like. 
In their choice of the Better of the.two drawings presented, the 
judges utilized different cues for different sets of drawings. MOst 
often, by frequency count, the. judges .. tended to use the cue of ttmore 
details present" to choose which drawing they considered the "Better" 
one. other dimensions which they used included: full face vs. profile 
drawings; larger vs. smaller size; upright vs. tilted posture or 
position; use of other det'ails, such as ground line vs. none; movement 
vs. no movement; upper placement on page vs. lower placement on page. 
In many cases the judges used combinations of the above dimensions, 
or found two or more dimensions which were difficult to reconcile in 
the same direction of change. Sometimes, the judges used such comments 
as "More realistic", "Mlchmorematuren; ttLooks more like a real person". 
Although attempts were .. made to quantify some of the more important 
dimensions, these attempts were generally unsuccessful due to the highly 
individualized styles of the drawings collected, and sometimes even 
due to the fact that the 'drawing was not even recognizable as a person 
at all. In the final ana.:Lysis, the. judges' overall global rating was 
chosen as giving the jud~e the most opportunity to use whatever skill 
he possessed in utilizing whatever cues he considered necessary or 
desirable in each individual pair of drawings. Machover (195~ and 
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Silverstein and Robinson {1956) stronglY recommend global interpreta-
tion as a gestalt. 
A Word about the Statistics. Nonparametric statistics were used 
for analysis of data throughout, except as indicated in the text. The 
choice of nonparametric statistics appeared dictated for the following 
reasons. Siegel (1956:~ p. 19) ·lists a minimum of four assumptions 
necessar,y to justify the use of parametric tests, such as t or F: 
(1) the observations, or subjects must be drawn from normally distribut-
ed populations; (2) these populations nmst have the same variance; 
(3) the observations must be independent, i.e., the selection of one 
case for inclusion in the sample nmst not bias the chances of aqy 
other case for inclusion; (4) the variables involved must have been 
measured in at least an interval scale, so that operations such as 
addition, diVision, obtaining means, e~c., can be carried out. 
In this study, it was not considered legitimate to make 
assumptions (1) and (2) above. The handicapped subjects in Groups 
I and II are not known to be drawn from a normally distributed 
population, and the population variances are not known. Therefore, 
nonparametric statistics ·were chosen as uniquely applicable for 
these data. Some of the more often used statistical tests used in 
this stuqy are described below •. 
The Sign Test is utili~~d for distributions of scores with plus 
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and minus values rather than with quantitative measures, when it is 
ppssible to rank pairs of scores as greater or less. The only under~ 
lying assumption necessar,y for this test is that the variable under 
consideration have a continuous distribution •. It is particularly 
applicable to situations where each subject is his own control, as 
in the present experiment, before and after camp. The power-
efficiency of any statistical test refers to the number of cases 
in a sample wnich must be utilized in order to have the same power 
as a more powerful parametric statistical test. .For example, if 
Test B requires a sample of N ~ 25 to have the same power as Test 
A with N = 20, then we say the power efficieney of Test B is 20/25 
{100), or a power efficiency of 80%. The.sign test has a power 
-· .. . 
efficiency of about 95% for samples of N = 6, but it decreases as 
the sample increases to an asymptotic value of 63%. 
The Wilcoxin Matched Pairs Signed Ranks Test utilizes more 
information than simply the direction of the difference between 
paired observations. This test utilizes magnitude as well as 
direction, giving more weight to a pair which shows a large difference 
between two conditions than to a pair which shows only a small 
difference. This is a more powerful test than the sign test, approach-
ing a power efficiency of 95.5% of the power of the parametric t test. 
For correlations in this study, the Spearman RankCorrelation 
Coefficient, rho, (rs) was utilized. 'rhis is a measure of association 
which requires that both variables be measured in at least an 
ordinal scale that the individuals may be ranked in two ordered 
series. The power efficiency of rho is about 91% when compared with 
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the most powerful parametric equivalent, the Pearson r. The 
Contingency Coefficient (C) is another measure of association or 
correlation, uniquely useful when there is available only classi-
fication information (nominal scale data) on one or both variables 
under consideration. In order to use the contingency coefficient, 
it is necessary to be able to assume underlying continuity of the 
variables, even though the data may be categorized in some way. 
The significance of C may be tested by determining the significance 
2 
of X , upon which C is based. Although C as an index of correlation 
has wide applicability and ease of computation, there are several 
notable limitations. First, C can equal zero when there is no 
association, but it cannot attain unit,r. The upper limit of C 
for a 2 x 2 table is .707, and for a 3 x 3 table it is .816. 
Secondly, C is not directly comparable to any other measure of 
correlation, including Pearson r, or the Spearman rho. Nevertheless, 
if these limitations are kept in mind, and because of the freedom from 
assumptions and requirements, C m~ often be used to indicate a 
degree of relationship between scores when no other measures of 
association are applicable. 
This chapter has been concerned with the methodology of the 
present stuqy. The camp settings, the subjects, the test instruments, 
the procedure and the statistical rationale have been described. The 
following chapter presents the pertinent results of the present stuqyo 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS: JUDGMENT OF CHANGE 
Eve~ scheme for the analysis of nature has to face these 
two facts, change and endurance. 
Alfred N. Whitehead, Science and the 
Modern World. New York: Macmillan, 1925. 
"They were learning to draw," the Dormouse went on, yawning 
and rubbing its eyes, for it l-Tas getting ve~ sleepy, 11 and they 
drew all manner of things, eve~hing that begins with an 1M1 .n 
IIWhy with an tMt?n, said Alice. -
ttWhy not?tt, said the March Hare. 
Lewis·carroll, Alice in Wonderland. 
P• 99. . 
In this chapter we will attempt to disprove a series of null 
hypotheses at ·given levels of significance. Following the statement 
of each null hypothesis, we will describe in same detail the evidence 
which leads us to reject (or not reject) the particular hypothesis 
under scrutiny. 
HYPOTHESIS I 
Hypothesis I. There are .no differences in the body image of 
physically handicapped children as a result of a summer camp 
experience. 
This hypothesis can be rejected at the .01 level of confidence. 
The evidence to disprove this hypothesis consists of judges' choice 
of the ttBeforett and UAfter" drawings of the children which were 
obtained at the beginning and at the end of the two"week camping 
period. Table 4.1 presents this information, with the results 
of a x2 test. Out of a total of 588 judgments (by six judges) 
it would be expected that there would be a choice of 294 "After" 
drawings by chance alone. Actually, the judges chose a combined 
total of 325 11After" drawings, which when analyzed by x2 with 
one degree of freedom, results in a x2 of 6.54, significant at 
the .01 level of confidence. 
However, might it not be that this choice of "After" drawing 
is a result, not of camp experience per se1 but of the passage of 
a two-week time interval which provides time for a significant 
change in drawing to take place? There are two important answers 
to this objection. 
Two control procedures were utilized. One involved the use of 
pre-test drawings of boys and girls in the Day Camp group.., Two 
weeks prior to camp itself, 85% of the experimental group I was 
available to participate in this pre-test study. Drawings of a 
person were made under the same conditions as at camp, i.e~, 
individually.t and with the same examiners that assisted with 
the test procedures at camp. The same time interval elapsed 
between the Pre-Test Drawing and Drawing I, as between Drawing~T 
and Drawing II. 
Since there was nothing out of the ordinary about this earlier 
two~week period for the children who participated in this aspect 
TABLE 4.1 
COMBINED JUDG11ENTS OF SIX JUDGES OF THE ttBETTER" DRAWING 
Observed 
Expected 
OF DAY AND RESIDENT CAMP GROUPS COMBINED 
(N = 294 .PAIRS) 
11Beforett 
Drawing 
Better 
. 263 
294 
"After" 
Drawing 
Better 
325 
294 
d.f. = 1 
p c .01 
74. 
Total 
588 
588 
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of the study, there is no reason to expect that Drawing I (i.e., the 
second drawing being compared) should be chosen by judges as being 
any more superior than the Pre-test Drawing. Therefore,·· the prediction 
is made in this instance that the null hypothesis will not be disproved, 
since there should be no difference between the two drawings. Three 
of the six judges who participated in the prior judgments (Judges A, 
D and F) participated in this portion of the study also. - Theil' 
judgments are reported in Table 4.2. As was predicted, there is not 
a significant difference in choice of either pair of drawings. In 
fact~ there is a slight. trend to cho?se the prior draWing, but this 
is no greater than chance expectancy. 
A second check on the validity of the present results involves 
the use of a normal control group in a public school setting. Over 
350 children took part in this study, from kindergarten through the 
eighth grade, from age 5~ through year 15. These drawings were 
collected by the author with the assistance of Mrs. Louise Favorite, 
School Psychologist, East Providence, R. I., School Department, only 
a month before the main body of this study in June 1958.1 These 
drawings were obtained by the author in classroom groups of approxi~ 
mately thirt.f students at a time. Two weeks later, the drawing 
test was readministered using the same procedure. The particular 
aspect of immediate interest in this study was the random selection 
1Th~ author wishes to thank Dr. Edward F. Martin, SUperintendent, 
for his cooperation in allowing this study to be conducted in the East 
Providence public school system. 
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TABLE 4.2 
JUDGES' CHOICES OF PRE ... TEST DRAWING OR DRAWING I, TWO 'WEEKS APART. 
GROUP I DAY CAMP SUBJECTS. N = 27 PAIRS. 
Judge A 
JudgeD 
Judge F 
Total Actual 
Total Expected 
Chooses 
Pretest 
Drawing 
1.5 
13 
1.5 
43 
40.5 
Chooses 
Drawing I 
12 
14 
12 
x2 == o • .3o · 
d.f .. = 1 
p == not significant 
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of sixt'een children whose "Beforett and UA£ter 11 drawings could be 
compared by judges. Judges A, D~ and F were selected for this task. 
Two boys and two girls in each grade~ from Grade I through Grade IV 
were chosen at random~ and -their drawings pres~nted to the judges in 
a previouslY randomized order. 
It is predicted that in the routine activity of daily school over 
a two-week period there will be no significant changes in body imagery, 
and therefore no changes greater than chance will be observed in choice 
of Drawing II over Drawing I. The results of the judges' choices are 
presented in Table 4.3. As predicted~ there is no significant 
difference in the choice of either of the pairs of drawings by any 
judge. As similarly found in the control experiment described above, 
there is a slight tendency for judges to select DravD.ng I as 11better" ~ 
a finding which even further enhances the superiority of Drawing II 
in the experimental groups that attended summer camp. 
There seems little doubt that a two-week period per se, does not 
produce any significant changes in body imagery. Therefore~ we can 
be even more confident that the changes in the drawings were attribut-
able to the effects of the summer camp experience. 
Reliability of the Judges' Choices. The agreement of the judges 
in performing the task set before them is most satisfactory. Using 
as a criterion the agreement of four of the six judges on each set 
of paired drawings, there was an overall concensus of agreement on 
90.8% of the judges' choices. This means that of 196 drawings 
7H. 
TABLE. 4.3 
JUDGES 1 CHOICES OF DRAWING I OR DRAWING II IN NORMAL SCHOOL GROUP IV. 
Judge A 
Judge D 
Judge F 
Total Actual 
Total Ex:pected 
(N = 16 pairs; 8 boys, 8 girls). 
Chooses 
Drawing I 
9 
.8 
10 
27 
24 
d.£. = 1 
Chooses 
Drawing II 
7 
8 
6 
21 
24 
p c·not significant 
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evaluated by each of six judges (1,176 comparisons) there was dis-
agreement by more than two judges on only,l8 of the 196 drawings 
(9.2%). (See Table 4.4). 
Retest reliability was obtained for Judge D. .Ten days after 
her choices had been made, her retest agreement on a random sample 
of 35 pairs of drawings was 90.5%. Two months after her original 
choices had been made, her retest agreement on the same 35 pairs of 
drawings was 87 .5%. This means that her judgments are stable and 
repeatable. It was not possible to determine a retest reliability 
on any of the other judges, and it is not known how representative 
this test-retest reliability would be for the other judges in this 
stud;y'. 
The judging of the llbetter 11 of the two drawings presented in 
pairs was subjectively a difficult task for the judges. Up to 
almost half the choices, the judges reported uncertainty as to the 
"correctnesstt of their decision. Some judges needed encouragement 
to continue the task, and felt quite. unsure of themselves that they 
were performing adequately. It is gratifying, of course, to be able 
to report such a high degree or agreement between these judges or 
varying backgrounds and experiences. And this high reliability 
indicates that the judges need not have felt as much uncertainty 
as they did. Nevertheless, their feelings tell us that the 
individual choice of the drawings as to which is ttbetter11 is not 
easy. This is probably because there are so many aspects to be 
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TABLE 4.4 
CONSENSUS OF AGREEMENT BY FOUR OF SIX JUDGES ON EITHER DRAW! NG . I OR II. 
Group 
BOYS 
I Day 
II Resident 
III Nonnal 
·GIRLS. 
I Day 
II Resident 
m Normal 
N 
17 
16 
16 
'·49 
22 
13 
14 
49 
Agreement on Drawing 
by Four or More Judges 
15 
14 
15 
44 
19 
12 
14 
45 
Average Agreement, Boys and Girls Combined. 
% 
.. 89.9% 
91.8% 
90 .. 8% 
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considered in each set of drawings, and each set presents its own 
uniqueness and peculiarities. In other words, the judges are 
unable to build up a subjective set which th~ can uniformly 
utilize. Although they very often used the cue 11 greater number 
of details", this was not always the criterion for choice, since 
from time to time other aspects became more important to them and 
even outweighed the cue "greater number of details"• For example, 
the cue "larger sizenmight attain predominance in certain draw-
ings; in others "more realistic position", including movement or 
activity; sometimes it was symmetry_of the drawing with respect 
to the bottom edge of the paper ("not tiltedtt) which caused them 
to choose one drawing over another. (1) The uniqueness and 
individuality of each of the pairs of the drawings coupled with 
(2) the judge's own personal set of values, and idiosyncratic 
choices, combine to make discrimination difficult, but as we 
have seen from the concensus of results, far from impossible. 
The psychologists who judged the childrents drawings were 
spontaneously impressed by the "pathology" present in the drawings. 
The lack of ability of the handicapped children to produce a product 
which even resembled a human being was astonishing to the judges who 
were sensitive to the nuances of body imagery. One judge could not 
. satisfy himself whether their lack of ability was due to mental 
deficiency (which it was not), severe perceptual~sensory disruption, 
or perceptual~motor handicaps, or severe emotional disturbance 
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approaching schizophrenia. 
It became increasingly evident as the judges continued their 
task of differentiating drawings that idiosyncracies and personality 
traits of the judges themselves were influencing their perception, 
and not always correctly. One particular example was particularly 
relevant in this regard, and was the motivating force for mora 
detailed consideration of the attributes of the judges themselves. 
It has been fairly commonly agreed that the profile drawing 
is an indicator of more mature development than the full-face 
treatment which appears prior to it in developmental sequence.· 
(Goodenough, 1926). However, one of the clinical psychologist 
judges routinely chose the (less mature) full-face drawing, not 
on the basis of this objective information, but because he pers?n" 
ally preferred to have people face h:l.m, 11rather than turn away~. 
Thus it became clear that individual personality traits and 
attitudes of the judges interfere with their objectiVity in judging. 
It was decidad to follow this lead, and investigate further 
into some possibly relevant traits which would relate to a judgets 
success or failure in judging drawings. From this point of view, 
all of the judges were ranked by the author on the following 
attributes: (1) Interest in the Task. This might be considered 
a measura of ego involvement, and was based on the general attitude 
of enthusiasm or lack of it which the judge expressed spontaneously 
for the task during the course of the judging sessions, ( 11I like 
doing this.n 11Gosh, this is fun." "Hm-r many more are there?" (2) · 
Intelligence. This was a purely subjective global impression of ~he 
judge by the author, but involved consideration of several sub-factors: 
(a) . the judge 1s occupation and present level of achievement in the 
judge 1 s field of occupational choice; (b) a subjective impression of 
the judge's range of relevant hypotheses from which he could call 
upon to give reasons for his judgmental choices, and (c) subjective 
impression from the judge 1s choice of vocabulary; (3) Sensitivit,y. 
This attribute was ranked on the basis of the judgers affective 
comments about the drawings. ( 11What a nice boy this must be. 11 "Wow, 
this is certainly a disturbed child. 11 "Oh, how this child is trying 
to be helpful." "Look how he 1s trying "~:oo reach out for something1 11 ) 
The general impression was gained from the judge's degree of affective 
involvement or amount of empathy expressed. (4) Need for reassurance. 
Some of the judges expressed considerable concern over the adequacy 
of their performance, quite frequently interrupting to ask, 11 Am I 
doing this right?" "Was that one right? This is awfully hard to 
do.n tti can't tell ~ I'm doing this right.n These remarks persist-
ed despite the examiner's warm reassurance in these instances that 
there really were no right or wrong answers, but just how the drawing 
looked to them. 
The judges were subsequently ranked according to their abili t,y 
to differentiate changes in the drawings as related to the criterion 
of the counselor ratings to be described in the next section. If 
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we may anticipate these findings, we can compare the judges on all the 
rankings as presented in Table 4.5. Spearman rank correlation co-
efficients were then computed for relevant comparisons, and are presented 
in Table 4.6. It must be pointed out that all of these correlations 
are presented as tentative hypotheses worthy of further exploration, 
since their reliability is not known. However, none of the correlations 
deviate from what might be expected on an ! priori basis, and are of 
particular interest in view of their similarity to results of' classi-
fication of judges as llcognitiven or ltaffectiven by Schmidt and 
McGowan (1959) • 
The results of the rank correlation coefficients in Table 4.6 
suggest the following relationships. The sensitive judge is quite 
likely to be an interested judge (rho = .66), perhaps by the nature 
of the particular task involved in this study. However, the sensitive 
judge is not always considered to be the most intelligent judge, (-.26). 
The more sensitive the judge, the less his need for reassurance (-.71), 
but the judge who functions more on an intellectual basis continues 
to need reassurance about his performance (.60). As for actual 
ability to perform the task, there is a moderate relationship between 
ability and interest (.49) and an even higher degree of' relationship 
between ability and sensitivity (.66). For this particular sample 
of' judges, one's amount of intelligence is apparently unrelated to 
one 1s ability to judge drawings correctly (-.14). And finally, the 
greater the ability to judge the drawings correctly, the less the 
TABLE 4.5 
AUTHOR t S RANKING OF SIX JUDGES ON INTEREST, INTELLIGENCE, 
SENSITIVITY, AND NEED FOR REASSURANCE, AS COMPARED TO THEIR 
ACTUAL JUDGMENTAL ABILITY • 
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.... ---------~---.. --.... RAN'!{~,..,._ .... __ ...,._ ____ .. _ ......... __ 
Judge A 3 l 4 ·l 5 
Judge B 5 3 5 4 6 
Judge C 6, 5 6 2 4 
JudgeD 2 2 3 J 1 
Judge E. 4 4 1 6 2 
Judge F l 6 2: 5 3 
TABLE 4.6 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (RHO) 
BASED ON RANKING OF JUDGES t TRAITS PRESENTED 
IN TABLE 4.5. 
G). 
C) 
il 
.p t\0 
fll 
'" 
G) 
:::t ~ G) 
.p ~ Traits ·~ H H 
Sensitivity .66 
Interest .0.3 
Intelligence 
Needs reassurance 
G) 
0 
s 
J.t 
~5 
G) as 
G) (I) 
l2;J.t 
-.71 
.6o 
~ 
•t-1 
r-1 
'" ~ 
.66 
.1!.9 
... 60 
86. 
87 •. · 
need for reassurance about the task (-.60). 
As stated above, these must be considered. only tentative findings, · 
but such results are worthy of further study involving replication and 
refinement. 
HXPOTHESIS II 
Hypothesis II• Judges do not differ in their ability to judge 
changes in human figure drawings. 
How do individual judges compare as to their ability to choose 
"After" drat-rings compared to counselor ratings of the Experimental 
Day, Experimental Resident, and Normal Camp groups? Table 4.7 
presents the evidence on this point. Judges agreemost with counsel-
. ors of normal campers (75.3%), next best with counselors of the 
Experimental D~ campers (62.8%) and least. with counselors of the 
Experimental Resident campers (49.0%). 
The question which is of co-p.siderable :interest at this point 
is the comparative ability of the judges to agree with the counselor 
ratings of improvement. It is remarkable that four of the six judges 
show agreement significantly beyond chance expectation (Judges c, 
D, E and F, Table 4.8). However, 'Judges A and B, the two experienced 
.clinical psychologists, did not agree with counselor ratings of 
improvement at a level greater than chance. This appears to give 
further support to sonie recent literature suggesting that clinical 
psychologists, at least of the "cognitive" class, are not very 
accurate judges of human figure drawings . (Schmidt and McGowan, 
88. 
TABLE 4.7 · 
INDIVIDUAL JUDGE1S AGREEMENT WITH COUNSELOR RATINGS. BASED ON JUDGE'S 
CHOICE OF n .AFTERil DRAWING AND COUNSELOR t S RATING OF "IMPROVED" AFTER 
Judge A 
Judge B 
Judge C 
Judge D 
Judge E 
Judge F 
Concensus of Agreement 
N = 22 
Day 
55% 
. 50 
64 
Bb 
64 
64 
62,.8% 
N =oo12 
Resident 
50% 
42 
5o_ 
50 
42 
42 
------
49.0% 
N = 13 
Normal 
62% 
70 
70 
85 
85 
80 
75.3% 
TABLE 4.8 
MEAN JUDGE 1S AGREEMENT WITH ALL COUNSELOR RATINGS COMBINED FOR AIL 
GROUPS. (BASED ON INDIVIDUAL JUDGE 1S AGREEMENT IN TABLE 4~>7.). 
Judge A 
Judge B 
Judge C 
JudgeD 
Judge E 
Judge F 
Mean of Judges 
Mean.Agreement 
with Counselor Ratings 
55.7% 
54.0 
61 • .3 
71.7 
63.7 
62 •. 0 
t p 
1.0 n.s. 
o.B n.s. 
2.2 < .05 
4 • .3 , .o1 
2.7 < .01 
2 .. 4 ~ .05 
.05 
90 .. 
19.59; Toler and Toler, 19.5.5;~ Silverstein and Robinson, 19.56). 
Thus it would appear that judges do differ in ability to judge 
changes in human figure drawings, with the evidence suggesting that 
untrained judges may even be superior to the trained clinical 
psychol~ists. All four untrained judges show mean agreement with 
counselor behavior ratings at a l-evel higher than chance (beyond 
.o5), whereas the experienced clinical psychologists do not. 
HYPOTHESIS III 
Hypothesis Ill. There is no relationship between body image 
changes and observable behavior changes. 
This hypothesis can be rejected at the .0.5 level of confidence. 
~fuen judges 1 choice of drawing and counselor ratings are each 
. 2 
dichotomized into "Beforen and "After" in a 2 x 2 table, X is 4 • .5, 
and rho indicates the correlation of .40. This correlation is 
significant beyond the .0.5 level. These data are presented in Table 
4 .• 9. 
Testing this hypothesis is an attempt to test for the validity 
of the body image changes. It is interesting to note that there are 
significant changes in drawings, but of What value is this change if 
there is no relationship to observable reality? Hel.S it_is important 
to utilize the clinical evidence of the counselors (who have been 
shown in Chapter III to be reliable observers) to determine if 
the children that they rate as 11Improved11 on the Counselor Rating 
Scale are also the same children whose "After" drawings are chosen 
COUNSELOR 
RATHTGS 
TABLE 4.9 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN JUDGE'S CHOICE OF DRAWING 
AND COUNSELOR t S RATINGS OF IMPROVEMENT. 
Improved 
Not improved 
Judges Choice of Drawing 
I II 
11 
19 
35 
26 
16 
42 
r == .40 
91. 
Total 
37 
35 
72 
92. 
by the judges as improved. 
HYPOTHESIS IV. 
Hypothesis IV. There is no difference in behavior ratings of 
·adjustment between cerebraJ. paJ.sied and post-poliomyelitis children. 
This hypothesis can be rejected at the .02 level of confidence. 
The counselor behavior ratings on each of the nine variables 
described in Chapter III and presented in Appendix B were summated 
for each child. The ratings were scored from zero (absence of 
difficulty, or very high degree of a positive trait) to four (notable 
presence of marked difficulty, or absence of a positive trait). Since 
each of the nine variables was rated from 0 to 4, the best or ttperfectn 
score :Cor any child would be zero, and the highest score of maJ.adjust-
ment on this· instrument would be a score of 36. The actual scores 
ranged from 7 to 25. The totaJ. score for each child is named the 
Deviance Score; since it indicates the degree of maladjustment, or 
amount of deviance from normaJ.. Thus, a higher score indicates 
greater maladjustment, and a low score indicates relatively good 
adjustment. 
Table 4.10 presents the counselor's mean Deviance Scores for boys 
and girls from both Day and Resident Camps, who have been grouped by 
various diagnoses. The highest mean Deviance Score is achieved by the 
group of cerebral paJ.sied children Who have additional handicaps besides 
cerebral paJ.sy. These multiple handicaps include marked limitations of 
vision or hearing, disordered speech,. or convulsions or seizures. 
This group of seven children receive a mean Deviance Score of 21.6. 
TABI.E 4.io 
COUNSELOR MEAN DEVIANCE SCORES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS WITH DIFFERING 
DIAGNOSIS,~BEGINNING.OF CAMP PERIOD. 
BOYS GIRLS COMBINED 
Diagnosis N Mean Score N Mean Score N Mean Score 
c.P. with mu~tiple ( 4) .handicaps 18.8 ( 3} 24.3 ( 7) . 21.5 
Neurological problems 
not c.P. ( 5) 1.5.0 . ( 3) 1.5.7 ( 8) 15.4 
c. P., spastics (10) 14.7 ( 8) 14.3 (18) 14.5 
c. P., other ( 7) 15.4 ( 7) 12.2 (14) 13.8 .• 
Post-polio { 7) 9.6 . {12) 10.0 (19) 9.8 
Nonnals (14) 12.1 (14) 10.6 . (28) 11.3 
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The second group consists of children with neurological problems 
other than cerebral pals.1. These conditions include spina bifida, 
congenital heart condition, muscular dystrophy and multiple sclerosis. 
The eight children in this group receive a combined Deviance Score of 
15.4. The third group consists of eighteen children diagnosed as 
cerebral palsied, spastic, hemiplegia or quadraplegia. Their mean 
Deviance Score is 14.5. The fourth group consists of fourteen 
children who are diagnosed as cerebral palsy, other. This includes 
children with diagnoses of cerebral pals.1, athetoid, ataxic, or 
mixed type. Their mean Deviance Score is 13.8. The fifth group 
consists of the nineteen children diagnosed as post-poliomyelitis, 
and they receive the lowest Deviance Score of any of the groups, 
9.8. It is possible that this very low score is in effect, a 
nhalo effect11 , since these children seemed so much better adjusted 
than the other children at the handicapped children's camps. The 
mean Deviance Score for the twenty-eight normal non-handicapped 
children at Day Camp is 11.3. This score presumably could have 
been lower if these non-physically handicapped children had been 
compared at the same time with the other physically handicapped 
children in the study. 
It is quite clear that camp counselors note differences in 
behavioral adjustment between the more severely physically handi-
capped child and the normal child. These. differences in mean scores 
are presumed to be relatively stable differences, since they are 
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based onfourteen different counselors rating ninety-seven children 
on nine variables twice (at the beginning and at the end of the 
camping period), or a total of 1,746 ratings. That mean scores 
between the multiply handicapped cerebral palsied child and the 
post-poliorowelitis child should occur by chance in a ratio of more 
than 2:1 with this number of ratings :i..s extremely unlikely. 
If we wish to be provided witn a- sj;atistical answer to this 
problem, Table 4.ll confirms this expectation of a significant 
difference via the ·Median Test between the combined group of 
cerebral palsied boys and post-poliomyelitis boys (p = .02), 
and between the combined group of cerebral palsied girls and post-
poliorowelitis girls (p = .03). 
HYPOTHESIS V · 
Hypothesis v. Boys do not differ from girls in the amount of 
behavioral improvement shown at camp. 
This hypothesis was not rejected •. Since sunnner camps have 
traditionally been established for boys rather than for girls, it 
would be of interest to determine if there is .a significant difference 
between the amount of improvement shown by boys vs. girls during the 
same camping period. Table 4.12 gives the number of boys and girls 
having lowered Deviance Scores based on Counselor Rating Scales 
for each camp group studied.· There are two parts to Table 4.12: 
(A) the number and per cent of boys and. girls in each group improv-
ing five or more points on the Behavior Rating Scales at the end 
TABLE 4.11 
MEDIAN TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN COUNSELOR RATINGS FOR CEREBRAL 
PALSIED CHILDREN ( N = 39) AND POST ... POLIO CHILDREN (N = 19). 
Boys 
Girls 
Median Score 
12.5 
12.0 
N 
28 
30 
* One tailed test. Highly significant. 
4.86 
3.12 
p 
97. 
TABLE 4.12 
. - - ., 
PER CENT IMPROVEMENT BY SEX BASED ON COUNSELCR BEHAVIOR RATINGS: 
(A) I'itTCH IMPROVED: .· FIVE OR MORE _POIN:TS 
(B) IMPROVED: ONE OR MORE POINTS 
Group . Boys . ··Girls .-.Combined 
(A) MUCH. IMPROVED: FIVE OR MORE POINTS 
I Day (4/18) 22.2% ·. ··. (4/22) 18.2% (8/40) 20.0% 
II Resident (4/16) 25.0 (1/13) ·7. 7 (5/29) 17.2 
III Normal (2/14) 14.3 ( 2/14). 14. 3 . (4/28) 12.5 
-
Mean Improvement 20.5% .. 12.4% 16.5%. 
. . 
. (B) IMPROVED: ONE OR MORE POINTS 
I Day (9/18) 50.0% (13/22) . 59.1% (22/40) 55.0% 
II . Res-ident (8/1.6) 5o.o (4/13.) 30.8 (12/29) 1.J]..4 
III Normal (8/14) 57.1 (5/14) 35.7· (13/28) 46.4 
·-
Mean Improvement 52.4% .. 41.9% 47.6% 
(A) x2 = 1.88 (B) x2 = .96 
p . = · n. s •. p = n. s. 
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o:f camp; and (B) the number and per cent of boys and girls in each 
group improving one or more points on the Behavior Rating Scales 
at the end of camp. Since the latter scores are. more generous, 
' . ' 
in reporting aqr improvement at all, probably the most conservative 
test would be the· comparison of differences between boys and girls 
who improved five or more points on the Behavior Rating Scales. 
This. latter comparison shows that of the total groups of boys 
studied, 20.5% of this group improved, whereas of the total groups 
of girls studied, 12.4% improved. ·Chi-square computed for these 
percentages is 1,88, which is not signi:ficant.- ·.This indicates 
· that for campers in general, there is no signi:f'icant difference in 
improvement between boys and girls due to camp experience. 
However, if we look at Day and Resident campers separately, 
some interesting differences appear;. ·Thereis no.dif:ference between 
boys and girls at Day Camp in the Much Improved group, being 22.2% 
and 18.2% respectively. However, at Resident Camp 25.0% of the 
boys :i.mproved considerably, whereas only 7.7% of the girls improved 
considerably. Nevertheless, the Chi-square of 2.05 between these 
percentages is not significant because of the small sample size. 
(N = 29). Since this difference, the largest one in our comparisons, 
is not signi:ficant, it m~ be correctly inferred that none of the 
other differences of lesser magnitude are significant either. Thus 
we do not have evidence that there is any overall sex difference in 
improvement at camp, and also that there are no significant sex 
differences related to type of camp, Day or Resident. 
HYPOTHESIS VI. 
Hypothesis VI. There is no difference at:camp between the 
. amount of improvement of younger vs. older child.rmi. 
This hypothesis was rejected. at the .002 level• 
99. 
Of the 1.3 children .who were rated as .Mu:ch Improved iri Table 4.121 
there were four boys and four g:irls at Day Camp, four· boys ~d one 
. ~ . 
gir-l at Resident Camp. For each of these four separate groups, the 
mean chronological age was obtained from the data in Appendix A. 
The actual chronological age of each child rated as Much Improved 
was .then compared with its own group's mean chronologi,cal age. In 
. twelve o~ the thirt.ean eases; the actual age of 'the child who was 
rated Much Improved was below the mean chronological age of his or 
- ' 
her own group. By the Sign 'Test, this nWnber of positive. occurrences 
(12/13) is beyond chance expectancy a.t the .. 002 level of confidence. 
This cpncludes the analysis of the hypotheses under consideration 
in this study. Of the siX null. hypotheses, we have. rejected five at 
.. ' . 
the stated levels of significance. One hypothesis, ,that there is no 
d;ifference between the :hnprovemant shown at camp between boys and 
girls, was not rejected. Since this chapter has been concerned with 
' ' 
quantitative. analysis of ·the data, the ·next chapter will provide 
same qualitative remarks and implications of this stuqy. 
CHAPTER V 
THE MEANINGS: DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT 
"Most of her (Alice's) anxieties are concerned with a 
change in her body (body image). It is either too small or 
too big. When it gets too big she gets squeezed or she fills 
a room, as for instance the last scene in Alice in Wonderland. 
She feels separated from her feet. She cannot find the rabbit's 
gloves. She is frightened when she hears continually, •cut off 
their heads 1• • ••• Thus there is a continuous threat to the 
integrity of the body in generaJ..tt 
-- Paul Schilder 1938. Psychoanalytic 
Remarks on Alice in Wonderland and 
Lewis Carroll. J:-Nerv. Ment. Dis., §1, 1.59-168. - - - -
11You 1re thinking about something, my dear, and that makes 
you forget to taJ.k. I can't tell you just now what the moral of 
that is, but I shall remember it in a bit. n 
11Perhaps it hasn't onen, ventured Alice. 
11Tut, tut, childl 11 said the Duchess. "Everything's got a 
moral, if only you can find it. 11 
- Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland, p. 114. 
The present chapter will deaL with the significance of the find-
ings reported in Chapter IV, with some implications of these results, 
the limitations of this study, and some suggestions for further research. 
First of all, the problem of interpretation of the drawings as 
reflecting body imagery needs additional clarification~ As pointed 
out in Chapter II, a number of authorities have made the assumption 
that body imagery is reflected in human figure drawings (Bender and 
Keeler, 19.52; Machover, 1949; Fingert, Kagan and Schilder, 1939). 
These authors do not indicate to what extent body image is reflected 
in drawings; nor whether body image is inferred from the particular 
-100-
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stance, verticality of placement, number of details, or rather a 
11global" impression. 1here is a definite suggestion from these writers 
that the "global" nature of the construct is what they imply. Never-
theless, according to the present survey of the literature, there has 
been no study reported which attempts to . compare two different techniques 
of assessing 11body imagery", although such varied techniques of assess-
ment are available. For example, there have been reported body image 
studies involving introspection (Curran and Levine, 1942), word 
association tests (Secord, 1953), figure drawings (Abel, 1953), the 
Rorschach test (Fisher and Cleveland, 19.58), and the Thematic Apperception 
Test (Fisher and 1-lorton, 1957). Thus, the validity of judging body 
image from human figure drawings has not been established. The inter-
pretation of the results of the present study must thus be considered 
less conclusive than if this validity had already been demonstrated. 
However, one way of conceptualizing 11body image" which seems feasible, 
is to consider the concept as a hypothetical construct within the 
organism, and demonstrated by inference from a set of responses 
(Rorschach responses, verbal responses, drawings of a human person). 
Thus it would seem pertinent to urge caution in interpretation 
of body image changes as represented by changes in drawings, even 
though such changes are statistically beyond chance expectation. It 
thus could be imagined that the drawings may .change, and body image 
will not; or conversely, that the drawings may not change, and body 
image will. It should be pointed out that other interpretations of 
the improvement in the 11After11 camp drawings are quite possible, and 
need not necessarily be ruled out. All that is being stated here is 
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that body image is the conceptual frame of reference which was chosen 
for this study. For example, one interpretation might be that the 
dr~wings were modified because of some changes in personality dynamics 
of the individual child which took place during the camp period. 
However, evidence against this hypothesis possibly is the lack of any 
significant changes in behavioral ratings on anxiety' socialization, 
aggression, dependency or mood in the children studied. Verification 
of personality changes might well be determined b.r the use of the 
Rorschach or Thematic Apperception Tests. 
Another interpretation of human figure drawings is that they 
reflect identification with a parent or parent-surrogate. Machover 
(1949) has suggested that if the subject is allowed to draw a person 
(without specifying the sex), the subject.will most often tend to 
draw the sex of the person with Whom he or she identifies most closely. 
Although there were no sex-reversals in any of the children studied, 
the identification with the camp cou.nselor might be a possible source 
of improvement in the child 1 s llAftern camp drawing. Identification 
with the counselor was the one scale of the Behavior Rating Scale 
which showed a significant shift towards improvement. 
As for the question, Do physically handicapped children benefit 
more or less than non-physically handicapped children due to camp 
experience? we might do better to reword the question to read: Do 
physically handicapped children improve more than normals at a Day 
Camp or a Resident Camp? Table 5.1 gives us some·indication about 
this. Using as a base line Group III Normals, 13 of 28 children 
improved, or 46.4%. Compared with these figures, 41.4% (12 of 29) 
TABLE 5.1 
PER CENT OF CHILDREN RATED nrPROVED BASED ON COUNSELOR 
BEHAVIOR RATING SCOR;ES AT DAY, RESIDENT, AND NORMAL CAMPS 
Group 
I Day 
II Resident 
III Normal 
Total 
N 
40 
29 .. 
28 
-
91 
Improved Per cent 
22 55.0% 
12 41.4 
13 46.4 
47 47.6% 
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of the handicapped children at Resident Camp improved, whereas 
55.0% (22 of 40) of the handicapped children improved at. Day Camp. 
This appears to show a superiority£or Day Camp for handicapped 
children. However, one comparison is lacking to make this finding 
truly meaningful, and that is there is no comparison group of 
normals at Resident Camp. Therefore, we do not know w~at per cent 
of normals would be rated as improved with the counselors used at 
the Resident Camp. It is for this reason that this particular 
question was not asked in the form of a null hypothesis in the main 
body of this stuey •. · 
Hewever, there is some possible eVidence as to why ·children 
improve at camp at all. When the Counselor Behavior Rating Scales 
were analyzed for changes for 11Aftern camp .ratings as compared with 
the 11Before" ratings, there were no significant differences on the 
scales of Amount of Activity, Soci~izatioh, Anxiety, Distractibility, 
Dependency, or Mood. However,. the one Scale, ttGroup Participation" 
which actually involves the rating of the child t s amount of identi-
fication with the counselor, was significant at the .05 level by the 
Sign Test for all three groups combined. This indicates that 
although there are not significant changes in other individual rating 
scales, the increase in amount of identification with. the counselor 
is significant. 
Incidental confirmation of this hypothesis that identification 
with the camp counselor was an important factor in modifying. 
behavior was o.btained from various occurrences during the camping 
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periods. The first illustration is a note which was written to a 
female camp counselor by one of the young girls in her group. The 
identification theme is obvious: 
11How are you, Nancy? Do you know I love you.n 
llf'rom Deborah.u 
A second example is that of an older girl who was required to 
wear a night brace in bed, but who refused to do so. This had become 
a continual struggle between herself' and her mother tor almost a 
year before coming to camp. When the counselors in her group discover-
ed that this girl was not following medical orders, they felt that 
this was important for her own good, and indicated this to the girl. 
She quickly began wearing her night brace without a fuss. Although 
the girl did not mention this to the counselors, the girl's mother 
wrot;e a note to camp expressing her pleasure and surprise. nr don't 
know what you told her, but she sure wanted to wear her brace tonight 
for the first time. 11 
Thes-e two examples give some behavioral. va.lidi ty to the statistical-
ly significant change in identification with the counselor. 
As for the finding that well-trained clinical psychologists are 
unable to judge changes in drawings as effectively as untrained or 
naive judges, we must tentatively accept this finding as corroborating 
other recent research evidence in the fiead. We a.lre~ have consider-
ed the evidence provided by Schmidt and McGowan (1959) that judges 
'· 
rated as 11cognitive 11 in their approach were not as effective in 
accurately discriminating drawings as 11af'fectiven judges. An addition-
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al recent article by Goldberg (1959) .considers the relative e££ective-
ness o£ well-trained clinical psych0logists, psychology trainees, 
and hospital secretaries to diagnose Bender-Gestalt records as 11 organic 0 
or "non-organic". There was no significant superiority o£ the well-
trained Ph.D. clinicians, since the young psychology trainees and the 
untrained secretaries obtained success in judgment equally as high 
as the 11 expertsn, when independent neurological examinations of 15 
diagnosed organics and 15 matched controls were used as the validat-
ing criterion. The three groups made mean correct scores of 65%, 
70%, and 68% respectively. 
These considerations lead us to certain possibilities £or further 
research efforts. First o£ all, the problem o£ the validation o£ the 
body image concept is a pressing need. As suggested above, there needs 
to be some objective referant which would provide reliable evidence of 
the existence of this construct, and pre:terably- with possibilities o£ 
quantitative manipulation. Until this is done, the concept of body 
image will still remain a somewhat nebulous one without true scienti£ic 
vigor. Secondly, further studies of children in a test-retest setting, 
such as the .camp situation described in this study, would benefit from 
the us.e o£ independent observ~rs who would not be presumably biased 
by the da;r-to-day interaction with the children themselves. Any halo-
e££ect of II playing £avori tes u would be considerably minimiz:ed, and the 
behavioral status o£ the beginning arid the end would be two distinct 
and separate evaluations. Thirc1, in a study of children's or adult's 
drawings, if the ability o£ the ·judges is hot under assessment, the 
judges might better be chosen from among recognized experts in the 
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field of drawing interpretation rather than being chosen from psychology 
installations whose psychologists may be less well trained in clinical 
assessment of figure drawings than othe~who have specialized in the field. 
In regard to the judges utilized in this stu~, it must be emphasized 
that none of the six persons who agreed to serve as judges were chosen in 
any random way f'rom any given population. The two clinical psychologists 
who were experienced Ph.D.'s, spend a good deal of their time in diagnos-
tic. appraisals of children's responses, whether they come from the WISC, 
the Rorschach, or figure drawings. However, they were in no sense of the 
word figure drawings It experts", and another sample of other psychologists 
might well have resulted in a different outcome than the one reported in 
this study. Similarly, the other four judges, all lay individuals and 
untrained in drawing analysis, were individuals who agreed to take on the 
rather arduous duty of analyzing and choosing between the 294 pairs of 
drawings collected in the study. It is quite possible, also, that had 
these individuals been more randomly selected from the population, different 
results could have been obtained. Therefore, it is important to point out 
the limitations of the present findings, so that over-generalizations do 
not occur. If the present results suggesting possible lesser ability of 
these psychologists to judge hwnan figure drawings are accepted (and 
these results do confirm the review of the literature by Taft (1955) and 
the experimentaJ. studies of Goldberg (1959) and Schmidt and McGowan (1959), 
then we need to consider an assessment of the training of' clinical 
psychologists in this one particular area, that of accurate judgment of 
drawings. This in no way reflects on the ability of clinical psychologists 
to discharge the many other varied responsibilities that they are called 
upon to perform. 
.CHAPTER VI 
SUlftRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Purpose. The purpose of the present stuqy is to determine if 
summer camp experience has an effect on the boqy image of pnysically 
handicapped children, and· to determine if judges differ in their 
ability to judge body image changes. 
Procedure. At the beginning and end of a two-week period, the 
Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test was administered to 113 children in four 
groups: Group I: 40 physically handicapped children (cerebral 
palsy and post-poliomyelitis) attending summer Day Camp; Group II: 
29. physically handicapped children (cerebral palsy, post-poliomyelitis 
and other neurological disorders) attending summer Resident Camp; 
Group III: 28 non-handicapped children attending summer Day Camp; 
Group IV: a random sample of 16 out of 350 children attending 
regular school over a two week period. 
Fourteen camp counselors complete~ a nine-item five-point 
Behavior Rating Scale designed especially for this study to provide 
Behavior Deviance Scores on each child at the beginning and end of 
camp (1, 746 ratings). Six judges, including two Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologists, evaluated the human figure drawings presented in 
pairs to determine which was the 11Better11 drawing (1,356 judgments). 
Since the handicapped subjects are not known to be drawn from a 
normally distributed population,· artd the population variances are 
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not known, nonparametric statistics were chosen as uniquely applicable 
for analysis of the data. 
Results. The following major results were obtained: 
1. Judges significantly chose the After camp drawing of the 
physically handicapped children in Groups I and II, and the normal 
children in Group III. 
2. Judges did not significantly choose the second drawing of 
children in an ordinar,y two-week school period, nor of handicapped 
children during a two-week period prior to camp. 
3. There was a significant relationship between body image 
changes as inferred from drawings, and behavioral changes as rated 
b,y camp counselors. 
The following subsidiar,y results were also obtained: 
4. Judges in this study differed in their ability to judge 
changes in human figure drawings. 
5. Cerebral palsied children were rated· as significantly 
higher in behavioral maladjustment than post~poliomyelitis children. 
6. Boys did not differ significantly from girls in the amount 
of behavioral improvement shown at camp. 
Conclusions. The following conclusions are suggested on the 
basis of the results of this study: 
1. Body image changes are inferred to occur due to camp 
experience based on changes in global ratings of drawings by judges 
from before to after camp~ 
2. Such changes could not be inferred from drawings obtained 
during an ordinary two-week school period, or. from physically 
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handicapped children during a two-week pre-camp period. 
3. Counselors can reliably rate changes in behavior on 
behavior rating scales, and these changes correlate significantly 
with judges 1 choices of "Bet tern drawings. 
4. Differences in abilities between trained and untrained 
judges, though confirming some previous studies, need: considerably 
-further irt.vestigation before conclusions can be stated categorically. 
I 
5. In general, the greater the severity of physical handicap, 
the higher the behavioral deviance rated Qy the camp counselor. 
6. Further tests of the validity of body image hypotheses 
need rigorous investigation. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP I (DAY) MALES 
lirthdate c.A. I.Q. Father•s Occ. Level Sever. Diagnosis 
5/15/51 7-2 93 Driver .3 Mild CP, ataxia 
7/10/50 8-0 100 Cook, short order 3 . Mod. CP, spastic, hemi, rt. 
6/20/51 7-1 104 Telephone, maint. 2 Sev. CP, spastic, quad. 
9/29/50 7-9 103 Post Office clerk 2. Mod. Post polio 
8/18/50 7-11 143 Jeweler, skilled 2 sev. Post polio 
8/25/49 8-11 105 Truck driver 3 Mild CP, mixed (spastic & ath.) 
9/10/50 7-9 103 Cook, short order 3 Sev. CP, spastic, quad. 
6/24/49 9-0 74 Fireman 3 Sev • CP, spastic, quad. 
. 1/11/49 8-8 123 Factory worker 4 Sev. Post polio 
8/ 5/50 7 ... 11 109 Unemployed 4 Mild CP, spastic, hemi, rt. 
4/30/48 10-3 91 Salesman, auto 3 Mild CP, spastic, hemi, rt. 
1/27/45 13-6 85 Chemical plant 3 Sev. CP, spastic, quad. 
6/10/49 9-1 88 Male nurse 3 Mod. Post polio 
8/ 9/47 10-ll 104 Shoe salesman 3 Mod. CP, mixed 
2/10/46 11-7 75 Truck driver 3 Sev. CP, spastic, para 
l/29/46 12-5 59 Attend. Bowl. Alley 3 Mild CP, mixed 
7/ 5/49 9-0 96 Clerk, hotel 3 Mod. Post polio 
3/25/48 10-4 97 Trucker, mgr. 2 Mild CP, spastic, para 
APPENDIX~ A (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP I (DAY) FEMALES 
Birthdate C.A. I~.Q. Father1 s Occ. Level Sever. Diagnosis 
8jl 2/49 8-ll 82 Shop worker 3 Ssv. CP, spastic., quad. 
9/ 4/48 9-lo 75 Navy, radio 2 Mild CP, spastic, tripl. 
4/22/50 8-3 81 Laborer 4 M:i,ld Post polio 
ll/25/48 9-8 Clerk, Post Office · 2 Mod. CP., athetoid 
l/31/51 7-6 116 Salesman, liquor 3 Mild Post polio 
1/28/51 7-6 53 Contractor 1 Mod. CP, spastic., para 
1/27/50 8-7 78 Dir • ., Sports, Brown 1 Mild CP, spastic, para 
5/15/51 7-2 Salesman, shoes 3 Sev. CP, spastic, quad. 
6/19/51 7-1 113 Factory worker 4 sev. CP, ·spastic, quad. 
6/29/51 7-1 94 Factory worker 4 Sev. CP_, spastic, quad. 
3/13/49 9-4 121 Salesman, au to 2 Mod. CP, athetoid 
11/8/49 8-8 100 Repairman, electric .3 Mild CP, athetoid 
7/10/46 12-0 150 Machinist 2 Mild CP, spastic, hemi, left 
12/27/46 11-7 98 Mechanic, auto 2 Mild Post polio 
1/16/48 10-6 8.3 Semiskilled, factory3 Sev. Post polio 
11/28/46 11-8 120 Painter, apprentice 4 Mod. Post polio 
2/ 5/47 ll-5 117 Mill worker .3 Sev. Post polio 
9/22/48 9-10 109 Rep. man, auto body 3 Mod. Post polio 
9/ 1/49 8 .... 10 83 Maintenance man 4 Sev. Post polio 
l/12/47 11-6 93 Unknown Mild CP, spastic hemi, left 
2/ 9/48 10-5 115 (Father deceased) 3 Sev. Post polio 
12/15/46 ll-7 112 Mill worker 3 Mild CP., spastic, para 
-.1291!9 
APPENDII.A (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP II (RESIDENT) MALES 
le 
>. Bir"thdate C.A. I.Q. Fatherts Occ .. Level Sever. Diagnosis 
11/ 3/50 7-10 145 Consult. u.s. Steel 1 Sev. Spastic 
5/11/49 9-3 86 Painter 3 Mild Spastic 
12/1/49 9-8 69 Plumber, 2 Mild Spastic 
11/18/49 9-9 123 Plumber 2:· Mild Polio 
2/26/50 8-5 87 Truck driver 3 Sev. Sp. Bif. 
8/22/50 7-11 84 Unknown ..... i Mod • Sp. Bif. 
3/ 9/48 10-5 90 Unknown 
-
Mild Scolio. 
6/28/49 9-1 95 Clerk, Post Office 2' Mild M. D. 
7/ 3/51 7-1 113 Aircraft plant 3, Mod. Polio 
2/6/48 10-6 89 Salesman,_ store 3 Mild M. D. 
2/10/48 10-6 127 Tool-Diemaker 3 Mod. Spastic 
4/ 2/47 11-4 59 Executive 1 Mod. M. D. 
12/13/48 9-8 110 Carpenter ~· Sev. · Mult. 
7/18/48 10-1 Telephone lineman 3 Mild Spastic 
6/15/49 9-2 ..... --· Unknown ~ Mod. Mult. 
4/ 5/49 9-4 107 Brass Co. worker 3 Mild Mult. 
APPENDIX A {continued) 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP II (RESIDENT) FEMALES 
e 
Birthdate C.A. I.Q. Father's Occ. Level Sever. Diagnosis 
l/17/52 6-7 lll Aircraft plant .3 Mod • Polio 
10/29/51 7-9 95. Dentist l Mild Spastic 
11/ 9/49 8-9 1.39 Poleman 2, Sev. Cong. Ht. 
1/27/51 7 ... 7 97 Housekeeper (M) 4 Mod. Mult. 
4/22/50 8-.3 121 Aircraft plant supv. 2 Mod. Sp. Bif. 
6/ 2/49 9-2 102 Truck driver .3 Sev • Sp. Bif • 
.3/.30/49 9-4 92 Unknown Mild Polio 
5/ 5/50 8-.3 97 Junkyard 4 Mild Spastic 
7/28/47 ll-0 115 Post Office 2 Sev • Mult. 
.3/20/46 12-4 76 Proprietor 2 Mild Scolio. 
3/15/47 11-5 Unknown Sev. Mult. 
9/19/48 9-10 95 Mill worker .3 ·Mild Cong. Ht. 
11/10/49 9-7 90 Machine shop .3 Mild Polio 
APPENDIX A (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP III (NORMALS) MALES 
Male 
No. Birth date C.A. I.Q. Father's Oee. Level 
l ll/ 6/50 7-8 82 Machinist 2 
2 l/ l/51 7-7 97 Foreman, tool 2 
3 9/17/51 6-9 128 Bookkeeper 2 
4 2/10/51 7-5 126 Stableman 4 
5 5/27/51 7-2~ 130 Grocery, owner 2 
6 2/14/51 7 ... 5 117 Salesman 2 
7 11/15/50 7-8 122 U. S.. Govermnent 
8 1/21/49 9-6 119 Maehine operator 3 
9 5/25/49 9-2 102 Housekeeper 4 
10 3/20/50 8-4 120 Mailman 3 
ll 8/18/48 9-ll 114 Tool operator 3 
12 7/24/50 8 ... o 108 IBM engineer l 
13 11/27/49 8-.7 109 Owner, restaurant l 
14 7/22/49 9-0 119 Salesman 2 
APPENDIX A (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP III (NORMALS) FEMALES 
Female 
No. Birthdate C.A .. I.Q. Father 1s Occ. Level 
1 10/12/50 7~ 138 Watch repair 2 
2 5/ f>/50 8-2 98 Coal mine work~r 3 
3 11/ 1/51 6-7 122 Steel worker 3 
4 . 10/11/50 7-9 86 Electric Boat 2 
5 9/15/50 7-9 120 Sprinkler co. 
' 
3 
6 9/15/50 7-9 129 Carpenter 2 
7 10/19/50 7 ... 8 113 Electrician 2 
8 1/15/50 8-7 101 Bus driver 3 
9 1/22/48 10-6 114 Electric Boat 2 
10 3/30/47 11-4 124 Jewelry worker . 3 
11 9/25/47 10-10 138 Cook 3 
12 11/19/47 10-8 88 Bus driver 3 
13 11/18/48 9-9 109 Airplane mechanic 2 
14 4/18/48 10-3 127 Tailor 2 
-133-
APPENDIX A (continued) 
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP IV (SCHOOL) MALES 
Male 
~ c. A. 
-
Ia Q. Father's Occupation Level 
1 6...6 107 Labor group leader 3 
2 7-2 108-. Lace weaver 2 
3 8-o 106 Office elerk 3 
4 7...,11 116 Meehanie, auto 2 
5 9...8 87 '!'ruck driver 3 
6 9...0 lOh Signal maintenance 3 
7 9...6 103 Machine operator 3 
8 10...8 106 Welder 3 
APPEND II: A ( eont.inued) 
CLASSIDCATION INFORMATION FOR GROUP IV (SCHOOL) FEMALES 
Female 
No. c. A. 
-
I. Q. Father's Occupation· Level 
1 1 ... 5 108 Telephone lineman 3 
2 7•2 120 Truck driver 3 
3 7....8 llh Accountant 1 
.. 
h 8 ... 3 120 Toolmaker · 2 
5 8 ... 7 lo6 Maintenance. man 4 
6 8-9 lll·. Claims superVisor l 
7 10..3 115 Divisional manager 2 
8 9·11 92 'frock:.driver 3 
· APPENDIX. B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATIN~ SCORES FOR DAY CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N• 18) 
~ § ~ It) ~ ;!:1 ·;!:I til ..-1 ~ CD ~ ~ ..-1 ~- ~ as ~ CD •r-1 0 "' 0 ~ ~ 0 ~- ..-1 ~--·· .j.) fa ~ 0 ~- 0 ro til ~ -"d til QJ· ~- CD s::l CD --~--
,!4 ,!4 -~ s::l i ~ CD t'o "d ~ ~ ~- ~- til ~ 0 E-i •r-1 ~ ~ 0 14 1%1 H A A ' E-i 
RATING I 
1. 1 .3 3 4 ~ "2' .3 0 +2 19 
2. 2 l 1 2 1 l JL 0 0 9 
3. 3 2 1 2 3 J.· .3 0 OOJ2 19 
4. 1 1 lL a .1 2. 2 ·o 0 10 
5. 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 +~ 9 
6. 1 1 ~ 2 l 2J l +2 0 11 
7· 3 2 :r.. 2 2 3 .3 0 0 16 
a. 3 2 3 2 2: 3 J. 0 ... 2 20 
9 •. 2 2 1 2 2 JL z 0 0 12 
10. 4 1 1 4 1 lL 2~ -fl-2 +4 20 
11. 2 2 1 l 1 0 l 0 0 8 
12. 2 0 2 2 3 2 .3 0 +2 16 
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATlNG SCORES FOR DAY CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N "" 18) 
(Continued) . 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 17). 0 •n 17). :;3 !;I Q) ~ ~ "' ~ ~ ~ .,; 0 ~ 0 •n .p tiS ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ o. 17). tl) t! ·ro til 
' 
.p 
a5 CD .!ill .!ill tiS i _,.;)' ~ 't1 rtl :il ~ til ·~ ~ 0 ~ ;Q 0 H H ~ ~ < ::.:0: 
RATING I 
_•_,.' 
1.3. k 1 ]. k 1 '3 1 +2 +~ 
1.4. 2 1 1 1 1 Jl 2 0 0 
15. 3 1 1 2 1 ~ J.· +2 +2 
16. 2 2 ]. 2' 1 2' 2! 0 0 
17. 4 1 2 3 1 2 2· -t~-2 -tt4 
J.B. 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 ... 2 
Total 44 25 24 4l 26 32 34 10 24 
~ ~ 
19 
9 
15 
12 
21 
15 
260 
APPENDix: B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES .FOR D.AY CAMPERS (MALESY -
(N ""18) 
~ ~ $-. .,.; § til ~ •i-1 I'll .,.; ~ Q) .,.; ~ ~ ,, s:l. !i ,a ~ Q) .,.; () .,.; !i .f.) () .,.; .• .f.) .. {if --~ 0 ~ ~ ~··· ~· : I'll (I) "t:1 I'll 
~ ~ 
qJ l Q) f-4. fa (!) .f.) ·a .f.) ,. f.4 "t:1 ~ ~ {ii til p. tlO 0 .,.;- Q) tlO 0 
...:I H IZi H < .,A .A : < ::a:: 
~ 
0 
E-f 
RATING II. 
1. 1 2' .3> 2: .3 4 1 •. +2 .f!-2 20 
2. 0 1 2 0 ·l JL 0 +2 +2 9 
3. 1 1 
" 
2 ·'3 2 3 0 +2 14 
4• 0 1 2 l 0 0 o· +2 -+!2 e 
5. 1 0 ·QJ l 0. 0 2 +.2 +2 8 
6. 0 1 1 2' i 2 0 ; +2 +2 11 
7. 2 2 1 3 •J 2 4 82 ...2 21 
a .. 1 0 I!!J 2 2 2' 3 : +2 +2 l4 
' 
' 9. l 0 1 1 I: 0 2 '+2 +2 10 
10. 1 0 1 4 .0 3 2 0 +2 13 
.ll. 0 2 l 2 2: 0 ]. : +2 0 10 
12. l 0· 1 2 2 2 .3 0 +2 13 
. ~138-
APPENDIX B 
·. COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES. FOR: DAY dAMPERS (MALES) 
(N ,.. 18) 
(Continued) 
~ ~ ..-i a Ill ~ rl on Ill •n ·n H II> 
•n ~ ·"td :a s:: !i l>l. II> •n (.) Or{ (.)· !1 .p (.) on .~ 
.p $::1 
0 0 ~ ~ 0 II> rt.1 < Ul t1l 'd ·. rt.1 
"' 
.., Q) .J.c s:: Q) 
~ ,!cl .p $::1 oM ..p Q) J.c 'd 
~ ~ ffi ~· ~ rt.1 ~ bD 0 •n bD 0 ...:! ...:! !Xi H A A < ~ 
RATING II·' 
1.3. l 1 2 2 e 1 .3 +2 0 
14. ~ 2: 0 1 :t 1 1 0 0 
15. 3 2 1 4 3 4 4 •. ofi2 +4 
16. 3 3 l 3 l~ l 3 0 +2 
17 .. 4 l 1 4 3 2 4 .+h -t2 
18. 4 3 1 .3 3 3 3 t-.2 ~2 
Total 25 22. ;1.9 39 31 30 39 .. 28 32 
~ 
0 
I E-t 
12 
7 
27 
19 
25 
24 
265 
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR DAY CAMPERS (FEMALES) 
(N - 22) 
~ ~-
~ ;!:1 § 
11'.1 
.,.; I'll 
.,.; .,.; r-1 Cl) 
.,.; ~ ~ .,.; ~ !i ~ !>,. .,.; ~ 0 !i +' 0 ~- ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ !::t ~ ro ttl 't:l I'll 
·.,.!iii· cd +' j'-~ .J.f J:l Cl) '.'d. ..!.:! .p ·s::: .p Cl) J.f ~ ~ ~ Cl) I'll p., tUl 0 res &S Cl) bO ~ ...:I H Jls:f H ~ ...:! 
RATING I 
i. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 +2 
2. 1 1 l 1 I. 2' 1 +2 +2 
3. 1. 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 +2 
4. 2: 3 i 3 2 3 3 0 "2 
5. 2 3 1 2 1 l l 0 ~2 
6. 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 0 ·2 
7. 3 3 1 3 1 2 4 0 ... 2 
8. 4 h ll.. .3J 1 2 3 0 ... 2 
9. 1 1 :t 2: :Jl- 2: l 0 +2 
10. 2 1 1 2 1 3 3 0 0 
11. 2 2 l 2: 1 2 1 .0 0 
12. 2 2 1 3 2 2 l 0 0 
'~ 
t; 
8 
l.2 
12 
10 
19 
-13 
19 
19 
20 
11 
13 
ll 
13 
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR DAY CAMPERS (FEMALES) 
(N • 22) 
(Continued) 
~ $' "1"'1 a til ~ r-i ..-1 til "1"'1 •r-1 -~ Q) 
'j;! ~ ~ ~ s.:: ~ Q) ~ •rl (.) .~ (.) g of.) i (.) t8 !>.. ~ 0 til < til !! "C til 
"' 1:: Q) ~ Q) ~ .!:4 ~ ~ +' ~ "C (.) ~ til fif 0 "' or! ~ H H H A A < 
RAT~NG I 
. ' 
-
'13. - -1 '· 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 0 0 
14. 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 
15. 1 0 2. 1 ·1 l. l 0 +2 
16. l 3 0 l 1 1 2' 0 0 
17. 1 ~ 1 1 1 2 2 0 -0 
:t,8. 1 '1 1 2' 1 2 2 0 .o 
19. 2 1 1 2. 1 2 2 0 0 
20. 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 w2 0 
21. 2 2 l 2 1 2 2 0 0 
22. 2 2 1 2 .•. 2' 2 2 0 0· 
Total !,.1 43 22 46 29 43 44 4 ·2Q 
~ 
0 
E-1 
16 
12 
9 
9 
9 
10 
11 
19 
12 
13 
292 
APPENDIX :a 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR DAY CAMPERS (nMALES) 
(N s 22) 
~ J:l ~ ;!:~ fll ~ 0. fll .,; .,; . CD ·~ ~ ~- .,; -~ ~ .. .0 
"" 
.,; 0 ::3 !i of:~ 0 ~- •r-1 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ fll tr.l fll al ~ s::: Q) ···-·-~· ,!4' i s:: .. ~ CD M 'd ~ ~ ~· g. b1l '0 al .,; btl O· ...:! ...:! 12:< H ~ A < :a: 
RATIID II 
.. -1. 1 1 1 2 1 . ·2 2· 0 +2 
2. 1 1 l 1 •1 l ll. +2 -1!2 
>· 1 1 1 1 1 l l +2 +2 
.. 
4. 2 2: 1 2: 1' . 2 2 0 -2 
5. 1 2 1 1 1 1 l. +2 0 
6. 2 2' 1 2 1 ·2 2 0 -2 
7 •. 2 2 1 3 1 2. 3 0 -2 
8. 1 1 1 2' 1 2 2 0 +2 
9. 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 +2 
1.0. 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 0 +2 
11. 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 
12. 2 2' 1 2 1 2: 2 0 ... 2 
-142-
~· B--. 
0 
E-1 
12 
11 
11 
114 
10 
14 
1.6 
12 
8 
15 
10 
14 
APPENDIX .B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR DAY CAMPERS (FEMALES) 
(N = 22) 
(Continued) 
~ § -~ ;!:! -~- Ol ~- Ol 
'" ~ Q) E ~ '" s::: ~ ~ Q) 
'" 
0 
.J:i ~ 0 
'" 
~ s;::. 
~ 0 t- ·!::1 -~ 0 .G> Ol Cl,l ~ 'g Ol. CIS ~ Q) Q) 
.!1:1 .!1:1 ~ s::: 
'" 
+' Q) F-t "d ~ ~ fJ ~ ] Ol ~ bD 0 
'" 
bO 0 
....:I ....:I 1%1 H A A cal ~ 
- -·-1 . 
. , 
RATING IT --: : 
13. 2 3 1 3 3 -3 1 ....!,. !'2 
14. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 +2 
15. 1 1 1 1 '1 1 0 0 +2 
16. 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 0 0 
17 .. 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 +2 
18. 0 3 '1 3 1 3 0 +2 +4 
19. 3 2 1 2 1 2: 0 "4 -2 
20. 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 
21. 1 l 0 1 ·1 1 2 0 +2 
22. 2 1 1 1 .1 1 2' 0 0 
Total 31 34 2.1 38 25 38 31 16 36 
~ g 
2_2 
9 
8 
11 
9 
17 
17 
12 
9 
9 
270 
APPENDIX B 
CO~NSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N • 16) 
$' § ~ ;!:1 tl) ~ tl) •n ..-! ~ Q) •n ..C! ~ ~ !i as ~ to Q) •n 0 Ji ..p 0 1>. r::l ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 tl) t7l tl) :f3 ~ '1:$ tl) as Q) s:; .Q) 
..!ol .!14 .;p ~ ~- ~ Q). ~ ·"d ~ ~ ~ ~ tl) ~ bO 0 
'" 
bO 0 
..,;~ ..,;~ 1%1 H < A A c::lj :::.:: 
RATING I 
1. 2 2 1 2 3 i 2 ... 2 -2 
2. 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 +2 
3. 1 3 1 2 2 3 2 0 .... 2 
4. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 +2 
5. 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 +2 
6. 1 3 1 4 3. 2 1 -¥--2 +2 
7. 1 1 1 3 0 3 1 +2 +2 
8. 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 +2 ... z 
9· 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 0 0 
10. 3 3 1 3 1 ·2 3 0 0 
11. 2 2 1 3 1 1 3 0 +2 
-~ 
E-4 
~ 
17 
9 
16 
3 
13 
19 
14 
19 
18 
16 
15 
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATJNG SCORES FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N • 16) 
(Continued) 
·~ p p -n r:l fll r-i 0 -n fll 
-n -n !;:t Q) •r-1 ~ "t: r:l I> ~ ~ Q) •r-1 •r-1 0 .~ ~ 0 -n ~ r:l ~ 0 ~ ~ p Q) fll l1.l 'IS -g CQ Q) Jot Q) 
.J<I .J<I ~ r:l •ri +' Q) ~ "t1 ~· 0 ; ~ ~ fll p.. 0 (II ~ Q) b.O 0 r-:1 r-:1 
'""" 
H ~ -:at ~ 
RATING I . 
12. 2 2 3 2 l ·~ 1 -2 0 
13. 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 0 +2 
l4. 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 
15. 0 3 4 4 3 4 3 +2 +2: 
16. 1 1 0 1 1 ·. 0 0 0 +2 
~ 
~ 
15 
17 
9. 
25 
6 
Total 25 28 24 37 24 31 26 12 24 231 
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N • 16) 
~ ~ ;:1 s:l Ill ~ 0 ..-i Ill •ri •ri ;-1 Q) ·~ -~ ~· +ri ~ s:: "' .0 Q) -i-1 .,.; ~ •r-1 .!f ~ t) ~- ~ i t) 0 t- ~ ~ Ill < tl) ~ "C1 Ill Qi ·~ s:: Q) Q) "C1 ~ .!14 .!14 ~ s:: i th ~ t) ·-8 'Ill ~ o· ··fH. Qi .,.; ~ ~ 0 H H 1%. H t=l' ·. t=l E-4 
RATING II 
' 1. 2 2 0 2 ·JL ·.0 0 0 ..o2 -~ 
2 .. 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 +2 12 
3· 1 3 0 2 1 3. ·0 0 +2 12 
4. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 2 
5. 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 8 
6. 1 2 1 3 ~ 2 1 0 0 12-
7. 1 3 1 3 1 2 3 +2 0 16 
a. 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 -2 0 18 
9. 2 2. 2 2 1 ·1 1 0 0 11 
10. 3 2 1 3 3 2 .3 ...h 0 21 
11. 3 2 1 3 .2 2 3 0 +2 18 
APPENDiX· B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N .., 16) . 
(Continued). 
$' 
a ~ •ri Cll ~ r-i ;q Cll. .,; ..-1 Q) ~ ~ ~ ..-1 ~ tiS ..-1 ..-1 0 ~ !i 
-!:1 () ..-1 -!:1 m ~ 0 ~ ~· $' ~ Cll til "'tj Cll t1S Q) ~ Q) ~ .!<I .!<I -!:1 ~ .,; -!:1 Q) ,.. "'tj ~ 0 ~ Q) ~ Cll ~ bO 0 t1S ~ ..-1 bO 0 0 ...=! H rz.. ~ ~ < ;:.:; E-t 
RATING II 
12'. 3 2 l 2' l 2 2 ... 2 -2 17 
13. 3 2 3 2 1 J 3 0 +2 19 
14. 2 l 2: l 2 1 0 0 0 9 
15. 0 3 'l 4 3 4 4 0 +4 23 
16. 3 .2 3 1 3 0 ·o ...;2. -2 16 
Total 31 30 20 34 25 27 24 12 20 223 
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS (FEMALES) 
(N .. 13) 
$" j:l ~ ~ Ol $" 0 ~ Ol ..-I Q) E .g ~ ~ s:l ~ Q) ..-1 C) ~ .4:1 0 •ri -· 4:1 s:l 
~ 0 1>. ~ ~ j ~ Ol l1l Ul Ill al 4:1 Q) s:l Q) ~ . ~- ~ 4:1 fi5 ~ Q) t1J "d ~ ~ ~ D:l ~ 0 't:l ..-I ~ 0 0 H H 
""' 
H A ~ ~ 
RATING I 
1. 2 1 1 2 2 3 1 0 +2 14 
2. 1 1 1 3 2 3 3 0 ·2 16 
3. 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 +2 9 
4. 4 3 4 3 3' 3 4 0 0 24 
5. 1 0 0 2 1 ]. 0 0 +2 7 
6. 2 2 1 3. l. l. 3 0 0 13 
·7. 1 1 3 2 0 1 o· 0 +2 10 
a. 1 9 1 2 0 1 1 0 +2 8 
9. 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 ... 4 -2 20 
10. 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 +2 0 23 
11. 4 4 1 4 4 2 4 0 ... 4 27 
12. 3 1 4 2 1 1 2 0 0 14 
13. 1 1 1 4 2 2 1 0 +2 14 
Total 24 20 21 35 22 25 26 6 20 199 
·APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS .(FEMALES) 
(N • 13) 
~ $-~ J:l· l7l ~ ~ ;q fll (!) 
or-1 ~ ~ or-1 $:I ~ ~ ~ (!) or-1 () -~ +> () ~ 
.,.; ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ $- ~ l7l 0') fll +> .Q) ~ 2! ~ ..!.1 .!II ~ s:l , E . (!) 'tj' ~ ~ ~ fll ~ bO 0 C\i •rl ~ 0 0 ~ ~ J%.1· H 8 1=1 . :a: . E-r 
RATING II 
l. 2 0 l 2 1 3 3 0 +2: l4 
2. 3 2 1 3 2 3 3 +2 .;.2 21 
3. 3 1 1 0 1 2 1' 0 +2 11 
k. 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 +2 0 25 
5· l 2 ll. ~ 2 1 ll 0 0 ·10 
6. 3 a: 1 ~ ~ '1 3 0 ...;2 16 
1· 1 0 3 2 1 2 0 0 +2 11 
8. 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 +2 8 
9. 3 l 3 2 3 3 ;3 0 0 18 
10.· 1 3 3 4 2 3 2 +2 =2 22 
11 .. 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 +2. -2 .30 
12. 1 1 1 2: 2. 2 1 0 0 10 
13. 0 0 1 1 1 0 l 0 +2 6 
Total 27 19 2.3 29 22 28 28 8' 18 202 
... 149-
APPENDii: . B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATmG SCORES .FOR NORMAL CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N • 14) 
. ·-···-- ~ ... - . . . . ~ . . . -· --
~ g ~ ·Ill e ~ -n·· 10 or{ ~· (I) ~ ~ ~· s::: 
.!:i A· ~ or{ ~ •r-1 ~ 0 ·~ ~ -i-1 0 0 ti ~ ~ ~ Ul < til 't1 10 Qj ~- (I) .,.. S:::· (I) ~ 
.!14 ..!.=! e ~ . ~··· ~ Q) ,.. 'C ~ ~ Ul g. bO o- -· •.. -· ·E-i •r-1 bO ~ 0 14 14 J%.1 H A A. '< E-i 
RATING I· 
l. 2 l ll 2 ~ 3 0 0 .. z 13 
2. l 0 l l lL ~ l 0 +2 9 
3~ 2 2 ll a l l 2' 0 0 ll 
4· 2 l l l :r.. 1. 0 0 0 7 
5• 2 4 l 2 l 2 3 0 -2 17 
6. l l l l l 0 l. 0 0 6 
7 .. l l l l 2 2 3 +2 +2 15 
8. 3 3 3 3 l 2 l 0 0 16 
9· l 1 1 k l l 0 0 ·~ ll 
10. 2-' 2 2 3 .2 2' 0 0 0 13 
11. 1 2 2 2 l 2: 0 0 +2 12 
12. 3 4 a 3 -2 3 0 ... 2 -2 21 
13. 3 2 ·1 2: l 0 0 0 0 9 
14. 4 '3 3 3 3 3 3 ... 2 -2 26 
Total 28 27 21 30 20 24 14 6 16 186 
.. 150 ... 
APPENDIX B 
' 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR NORMAL CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N • 14) 
~- ~ I'll 
~ a s a I'll ~ Q) ~ ~ as ~ •l>o 55 .,; 0 0 I> 
~ 0 
'" 
.p $:1 .'t"'l 
0 0 !>. ~ ~ ~ i I'll < til I'll I'll -"' ~ Q) ~ 2! 't1 ~ ..!4 ~ .p ~ ~ $:1 ~ I'll ~ l:dl 0 as .,; ~ 0 0 ....::1 ....::1 ~ H A A :a:: E-1 
RATING II 
1. 2 1 1 2 L 2: 1 0 0 10. 
2. 1 3 2 2 2: 2 2 0 0 14 
3. 2 1 Jl. 2 1 2 J: 0 0 12 
4. 3 3 2: 3 1 ll. 0 0 0 13 
5;. 2 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 
6. 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 4 
7. 1 1 1 2 2 .3 2 0 +2 l4 
B. .3 2 3 2 2 2 3 0 0 17 
9. 1 0 2 2 
' 
:;\·· . 3~. 2 0 +2 1.5 
10. 0 3 2 1 1 2 l ·0 +2 12 
11. .1 lL 1 2· JL. 2 1 2. +2 1.5 
12. .3 1 0 2 ll. 2 1 0 +2 12 
13. 1 0 ll. 1 Jl. 0 1 0 +2 7 
14. 1 1 3 2 2 2 lL 0 +2 14 
Total 23 20 23 27 19 23 .18 2. 14 169 
-1.51-
APPENDIX B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR NORMAL CAMPERS (FPMALES) 
· (N ·• 14) 
$' g ~ Dl $- ~ Dl .,-I •d ~ CD 
.,-I ~ ~ t" 
r:: 
.~ ~ CD 
of-:1 '8 ~ ~ of-:1 r:: 
.!:i 
~ 0 t- i .(J ~ Dl tf.l ~. Dl ~-cd ·CD r:: CD rd ,.!d .,.!d of-:1 i of-:1 CD t'o ~ ~ g til p.. 0 E-t '0 -M· CD 1:10 0 ~ t-1 t-1 F-. H A .A < :r::: 
RATING I 
1. 2 2 1 2 ~ 2 2 0 +2 i4 
2. 2 2 0 2 1 2 0 0 +2 11 
.3. 2 2 0 2 ~- .2 2 0 0 12 
4. 2 1 0 2: 3 3 .3 0 0 14 
5. 2 l 0 1 l l 2 0 +.2: 10 
6. 2 1 0 2 ;L. l 0 0 0 7 
7. 2 2 0 1 l 2 0 0 0 8 
B. 3 3 ~ a: 1 2 0 0 .-r2 14 
9. 2 2 0 a: 'lL l' 0 0 0 8 
10. 3 3 1 3 l l o. () 0 12 
11 .. l 3 1 .3\ 2: 3 1 0 +2 16 
12. 1 1 0 '1 1. 0 0 0 0 4 
: .~ 
13. 1 1. 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 7 
14. 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 ... 2 14 
Total 27 26 5 27 19 22 13 0 12 151 
-152-
APPENDIX- B 
COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR RATING SCORES FOR NORMAL C.AMPERS (FEMALEs) 
(N • 14) 
l? ~ $> ~ •n IXl r-{ ..-1 IXl •n ....-1 CD ·~ ~ ~ •n ~ ~ ..-1 •n () ~ ~ ~ () ~ ..-1 -~ ~ ~ -~ 0 ~ () CD IXl tn IXl -+:> ~ '0 IXl as ~ CD ~ CD ~ ..!.1 .p g ..-1 CD f-1 rr:s ~ ~ ~ IXl p.. bO 0 as 'd •n CD bO ~ ...:1 ...:1 ' -H ·A A ex: 
RATING II 
1. .2 l. 1 1 l. 2: 2 o- 0 
. 2. 
.3 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 +2 
3· 2 1l. 11.- 2 .1 2 2 0 0 
4. 2 3• 1 2: l 2 2 0 ... 2 
5. 2 1 0 1 -·. 2 .. -2 2 .0 0 
6. 2 2 0 2 2 -2 2 0 0 
7. 3 1 0 1 l. 1. 0 0 +2 
B. 2 2 l 2 1 1 2 .. ~ .-.2 
9· 2 2 l. 2 l. 2 0 0 0 
10. 2 2 1 2 1 l 2 0 0 
11. 1 1 :t 2 1 ]. 0 0 0 
12. 1 2 1 2- .1 2 4 0 0 
1.3. 2 2 1 2 ll. 2' 2 0 0 
14. 2 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 
~ 
0 
E-i 
10 
13 
1~ 
15 
10 
12 
9 
1.7 
10 
11 
7 
13 
12 
8 
Total 28 23 10 24 16 23 22 h -,a 158 
-153-
APPENDJ:r C 
JUDGES' CHOICE OF "BEFOREit OR "AFTER11 DRAWING FOR DAY CAMPERS ( MALES ) 
(N • 1~) 
Day 
Males 
1. 
2. 
3~ 
h. 
'· 6. 
7. 
s. 
- 9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
A B 
1 2 
2 1 
2 .]. 
1 l 
1 2 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 ~ 
1 1 
1 1 
l 1 
2 1 .. 
2 2 
2 2 
·2 2 
1 1 
JJ u· D G E 
c D E Concensus· 
1 2 22 1 
-
2 2 2 2 2: 
2 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1. 1 1 
1. 2 2 2 w 
•].' 1 2 1. @It 
1 l l' 1 1. 
2 2 l 2 2 
2 2 2 l 2 
.a: 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 .... 
1 2' 2 2. 
-
l 2 1 1 
-
l 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
1 2 2 1 ... 
1 1 1 1 1 
-154-
Day 
Females 
.1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
APPENDIX C 
JUDGES t CHOICE OF "BEFORE" ·~OR n .AFTER II DRAWING 
FOR DAY CAMPERS (FEMALES). 
(N "' 22) 
J U D G E 
A B D , E 
2 2 l 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 l. 
'l 1 ·1 l l 
l l 2 2 2 
'l 'l 2 . ··~.· .· 2 
'l .. 2 2 2 2. 
2 2 2 2 1..' 
2 2 .. 2 2 2 
F 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
'l 
l 
'l 
2 
2 
2 
Con census 
2 
2 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
'l 
... 
.... 
2 
.2 
2 
D~ 
Females 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
APPENDIX C 
JUDGES' CHOICE OF UBWORE" OR. 11AFTER11_ PRAWING 
FOR DAY CAMPERS (FEMALES) 
(N ., 22) 
· (Continued)· 
J U D G E 
A D F 
2 1 1 1 1 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 1 1 1 .1 
2 2 2 . 2 2 2 
1 1 1 1 l 1 
2 ·1 2 2 1 1 
l l 1 1 2 1 
1 1 l 1 1 1 
.. 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Concensus 
-
2 
2 
.. 
2 
1 
.. 
1 
l 
1 
.APPENDJX c 
JUDGES t CHOICE OF ttJ3EFOREtt. OR tt.AFTER" DRAWING 
FOR RESIDENT CAMPERS (MALES) 
Resident 
Males 
l. 
2. ·. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
. 12. 
13~ 
14. 
15. 
16. 
A B 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
l 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1. 
2 2 
2 .· 2 
2 2 
1 1. 
2 2 
1 1 
1 2 
2 2 
(N =16) 
J U D G E 
c E F 
2 2 2 2 
1 2 1 l 
.1 2 1 2 
2 2 1 2 
1 l 2 l 
1' 1· 1 1 
l. 2· 1 2? 
]..· 1. 1 1 
2 2' 2 2 
2 2 2 2 
1 2 2 1 
2 2 1 2 
1 · .. 1. 2 2 
.1 1 1. 1 
1. 1 1 1 
2 2.. 2 2 
Coneensus 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
8 
1 
2 
2 
-
-
-
1 
l 
2 
APPENDIX C 
JUDGES t CHOICE OF RBEFOREtt Ol't tt AFTER'' DRAWING 
Resident 
Females 
1 .. 
2~ 
3~ 
4~ 
5. 
6., 
1· 
a. 
9. 
10 .. 
11.,. 
12. 
13. 
,. - - .. 
FOR RESID:ENT cJ\MPER.s (FEMALES) 
(N '"'1.3) 
J U D G E 
A B c D E F 
1 . 1 1 1 .. 1 2 
1 1 1 1.. l 2: 
1 2 2· 2 2 2 
2 1. 1 t 1. 1. 
1 1 1 1. 1. l· 
1 -~ 2 1 1 ·1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
l 1 l 1. 1 l 
2 2> 2 2 2 2 
1. 1. 1" .. 1. 1 1. 
2 2 1 l 1 2 
2. l ··~· l 1 1 
2 l 2 2 2 1. 
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ConeEmsus 
1 
1 
2 
1 
l 
1"1 
ll. 
l 
2 
1 
'10!11 
... 
w 
Normal. 
Males 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
APPENDIX C 
JODGES 1 CHOICE OF "BEFOBE" OR "AFTER" DRAWING 
FOR NORMAL CAMPERS (MALES) 
(N = 14) 
J U D G E 
A B a D E F 
2 1 2 2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 1 1 
1 2 1 2 2 2 
1 l 1 2: 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2' 2 
1 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 l 1 
2 ·2 2 1 2' 2 
2 1 2 2 1 2 
2 2 1 2 2 2 
Consensus 
... 
2 
1 
2 
... 
1 
2 
2 
-
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
Normal 
Females 
1. 
2. 
.3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B •. 
9. 
10 • 
. . 11. 
12 .. 
13. 
14. 
APPENDIX C 
JU:OOESt CHOICE OF UBEFORE" OR "AFTER" DRAWING 
FOR NORMAL CAMPERS (FEMALES). 
(N ,;. 14) 
A B c D E F 
2 2> 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2.·· 2 2 
1 2 2 2 2 2 
1· 1 ,. 1 1 1 1 
1 2 2 ·. 1.' 2 2 
1 2 2 2 2 1 
2 2 2 1 .1 2 
1 2 l' '2: 2 2 
2 2 2 .2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 1 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
1 2 2 2 ·. 2 2 
Consensus 
2 
2 
2 
1 
.... 
.... 
... 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
APPENDIX D 
Rater __________________________ _. __ 
BEHAVIOR RATING. SCALE 
me------------~-------------------- Date ---------------------
DIRECTIONS: Rate child according to usual behavior compared to other 
children in the group. 
TIVITY 
t t t 
11 of energy Usually ener• . Acts with group 
~~s construct~ getic~so.mewhat but is not 
ely busy more than . ~pontaneous 
average 
:JIALIZATION 
t 
npletely unin ... 
rested in group 
liivity.Pre:fers 
li tary play. 
[TASY 
t 
I 
Sometimes 
separates 
self' :from 
group 
t 
r,y unusual Occasionally 
strange talk talks nweirdlt 
actions• Pecu- but not often 
:tr. Weird. 
JUP INTEGRATION 
mot delay 
:tt he wants. 
iis without · 
1lt consent 
(IETY 
t 
t 
Needs.group 
pressure to 
follow rest 
of group 
t 
t 
Belongs to 
group~ but 
is not out .. 
standing 
t 
Talks about 
1tjetsn or 
rtmonstersrt but 
appropriately 
t 
Complies with 
group activity. 
Sometimes helps 
when asked-
t. 
t 
Follows group Lethargic~inert. 
action when ree Needs many 
minded to do so requests to 
act·at all 
t t 
Is fairly well Is extremely popa ... 
accepted by lar with group 
group members members 
t 
Not very 
much inter-
ested in . 
fantasy 
t 
Assists -adult 
with group 
activity-
t 
Very down-to-earth, 
realistic, Good 
planning 
t 
Usually very help .. 
ful in organizing 
activit.r-.Leader 
t t 
:;remely" ner• 
ls or jittery, 
lppropriateJ:y. 
Often tense 
and jittery 
Oecasionaili ner ... 
vous ~ but usually 
relaxed 
Fairly relaxed Very relaxed. 
and calm. Not startled or 
routinely frtghtened even 
under tension 
~TRACTIBILITY 
t 
~ ts. from one 
;ivity to 
1ther inaP-
,priateJ:y 
Quickly· 
changes acti• 
vi ties. Easily 
bored. 
t 
Stays at task 
for some time, 
but likes to 
change 
.r 
Continues at 
an activity, 
but may not 
always finish. 
Fairly per-
sistent. 
t 
Remains at an actie 
vity till satisw 
fied it is com ... 
plated. Very 
persistent. 
(cont'd) 
PENDENCY 
l 
rrays asks for 
Lp even when 
1 perfo;rm alone 
cantt do ittt 
lRESSION 
t 
ry cruel to 
1er children, 
imals or ob-
'ts whenever 
~sible. 
>D 
t 
rqs kidding, 
ring. Practi• 
L jokes. ''Wildn 
~~ever. 
~ous. 
APPENDIX D (continued) 
t 
Rather reliant 
on adult 
help 
r 
t 
Asks for 
necessary help 
when needed 
t 
Aggressive be- Not outstan~ 
havior or rough ingly aggress-
talk to chUdren ive or passive. 
or adults. 
r 
Usually happy; 
often smiling. 
Likes jokes. 
t 
Not· unusuallY 
happy or un-
happy. Fairly 
stable mood. 
--162-
t t 
Sometimes needs Expects to com., 
help,but pre- . plete task with-
fers to do it out help nr can 
his own way do it" 
t t 
Tends to be Often hurt by 
picked on by others. Does 
others, but puts not defend 
up some resis• self. 
tance. 
t t 
Sometimes quiet Extremely unhappy, 
or unhappy, but tearful, sad. 
not too frequent- Hard to console. 
ly. 
APPENDIX :D 
Name or Initials o:f Counselor 
--------------------
Date 
------
COUNSEIDR RATING SCALE (Holden} 
Direction~:~: You. are to use your best judgment to rate all o:f the boys 
in your group, :from~ to worst., Best boy i.s rated "1511 (or top 
number) ; Worst boy is rated ''1.".. The :first column is :for your overall 
rating of each boy, as compared with the others. Column$ 2, 3, and 4 
are :for specific ratings, as indicated below. Column 1 ratings may not 
and ne_ed not agree with your ratings in arry other column • ._,.__,__ " 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
OVERALL BASEBALL HOBBIES LIKED BY 
IMPRESSION PLAYING & CRAFTS TROUBLESOME OTHERS 
Best Best Best Least Best 
Worst Worst Worst Most Least 
' ' 
APPENDIX: E 
SAMPLE _DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION:- ·D1PROVED MALE·· 
BEHAVIOR RATING: +8. (:fJ:"om ~7 to .9) · 
DRAWING ITt 
cAMP:. 
. DIAGNOSIS:· 
SEVERITY: 
c .. A.: 
Much.su:Perior 
: Resi.deirt ·. · · 
Cereb~al Palsy; · spastic, hElmiplegia 
Severe 
145 
7 ... 10, 
.j ~ 
·-;ti~·---
'·· 
'-':. .... _ 
~~-·· ~·~.;;:-~~::t.~0·_..., :A' . .: :.~ , ', 
166. 
DRAWING II 
APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION: IMPROVED MALE 
BEHAVIOR RATING: +2 (from 17 to 15) 
DRAWING II: 
CAMP: 
DIAGNOSIS: 
SEVERITY: 
c. A.: 
From scribbling to a 
recognizable person 
Resident 
-Cerebral.. Palsy, mixed 
Mild 
59 
12 .... 5 
.. -, -~ 
--{--
\ 
l!J:aA:WING I I 
/ 
\:. 
\\ \\ 
\ ) 
. 
/ 
-J,6513~:: -_- -_- _-

APPENDIX E 
. SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
. CLASSIFICATION: IMPROVED MALE. 
BEHAVIOR RATINGt +7 (from 20 to 13) 
DRAWING II:· 
CAMP: 
DIAGNOSIS: 
SEVERITY: 
C. A.: 
ImProved 
Day 
Cerebral pals,r, spastie, heiDiplegia 
Mild 
109 
7-11 
-170-
. -..,-~ 
.. 
-D 
172. 
DRAWING II 
/~'* 
/ •f 
c. A \ r.' 
. APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION: IMPROVED MALE 
BEHAVIOR RATING: +7 (from 18 te 11) 
. DRAWING II: · Definitely superior 
CAMP: 
DIAGNOSIS: 
-SEVERITY: 
r. Q.: 
C. A.: 
Resident 
Post-po1iomyeli tis. 
Moderate' 
113 
7-1 
-173-
.... 
...... • ... , 
. .... . " ,. ... "'~ ... - .... 
Q.. ' .. 
.... 
'· ..... , 
"""'4. ... 
...... ~ ..... ,~ ................. ~ 
··-,._..--. 
.. ~- ~ ..... 
( .•• .1 
:.)-_._ 
DRAWING II 
• 
,..., .. a •• n n1 
I ( 
) 
~· 
f 
.. 'OJ~- j) 0 I a ScD-+1-
APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION: UNJlJlPROVED MALE 
BEHAVIOR RATING: Worse -7 (from 15 to 2h) 
DRA.WING: II: 
CAMP: 
DIAGNOSIS: 
SEVERITY: 
I. Q.:· 
c. A.:· 
Regression to immaturity 
Day 
Cerebral palsy, spastic, qaa.dra.plegia 
Mild 
97 
10-4 
_,~-~ 
) 
., 
f 
- .... :._. __ -, 
....... 
t 
\ 
APPENDIX.E 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION: lNPROVED FEMALE 
BEHAVIOR RATING: .+8 (froni ll:J. to 6) 
DRAWING II~ 
DIAGNOSISt 
SEVERITY:· 
r. Q.:· 
c. A.: . 
Much more realistic; 
· One figure, .·not five. 
· Resident 
Post~poliomtelitis 
Mild 
90 
9-7 
--179-· 
1.80. 

APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION: UNIMPROVED FEMALE 
BEHAVIOR RATINGt ~7 (from 10 to 17) 
DRAWING II: 
CAMP: 
DIAGNOSIS:· 
SE\TERITY: 
I. Q.: 
C. A.: 
Less mature 
Day 
Post~po1iamye1itis 
Moderate 
109 
9-10 
-182-
DRAWING I 
\ 
184. 
DRAWING II 
·-·.'r' 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
ClASSIFICATION':: UNIMPROVED li'EMALE 
BEHAVIOR RATING: . Highly deviant scorer . 
DRAWING II: 
DIAGNOSIS: 
SEVERITY: 
CAMP: 
I. Q•: 
· -2 (from 23 to 25) 
Both dra:w:i.ngs unseorable, unrecognizable. 
Drawing II SOmewhat more disorgaidzed. 
Multiply handicapped eerebrai palsied 
child. · · · 
Severe· 
·Resident 
97 
7-7 
186. 
- ~~ 
·. ; DRAWING I 
.-
< ~·-. 
;-< 
~ 
' 
'I 
\ 
! 
. ----\ I / ,_ 
~ 
I i i , I I \ 
I .. 
/ 
... 
• 
I \ 
: \• \ \ 
.. 
i 
I 
I 
t i 
/ 
I 
I 
/ ' , 
·. 
; 
' ~ 
\ ! 
J ; 
. 
I 
, 
\ I 
! 
1 ' ! ' \ \ \ \ , ' \ \" . \ \ ' \ 
\ / / \ ' \ \ \ .. \ l \ \ \t " \ \ \ \ !• \ --~-\ 
\ ~- I ~. \ 
\ j l . , . . 
~<-f 
·~ 
___) 41'~~ 
/ 
....... ..-
/ 
DRAWING II 
0 .d 
~0 
.. ···-\ 
. -~ 
............ ..._ .... -·"' \ 
) \ 
·-
i 
'\ 
\ 
' 
\ 
--~ 
.· \ 
,.· 
I 
.· ---, \ 1 ) 
I ' 
' --::...: .~- ·~·· 
I --
! ~ 
\, ___ .. -. ___ ,, . 
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·-
I 
.if! 
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187. 
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\ 
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APPENDIX E· 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION: IMPB.OVED NORMAL MALE 
BEHAVIOR RATING:- +3 (from 13 to 10) 
DRAWING IIt 
CAMPt 
DIAGNOSIS:· 
Larger, better proportioned, 
better placemelit 
Normal Da;r 
Normal 
82 
7-B 
-188-
' :IDRAw:illGI 
18~. 
·.-·.·. 
_, ... · 
.. ~· ··~ 
~·- . -· ' :: ~· ~i~~· ·_ ~~~.'+f:':~ c:' 
!:'l· ..... . 
~..;t~;-1:'.(· :~:~~-~-;--::~ ~'?:si: . .W~-~- -· 
-~--
~ ,..._. 
':_ :-~~ 
APPENDIX E .. 
SAMPLE DRAWINGS 
CLASSIFICATION:- . IMPROVED NORMAL FEMALE 
BEHAVIOR RATINGt +3 (froin i3 to lO) 
,. . ~- ' . 
DRAWING n: 
C.AMP: 
DIAGNOSIS: 
r. Q.:· 
·somewhat better arms and legs; 
. more girlish ... 
Normal·Day 
. Well adjusted nonnal. 
109 
9-9 
DRAWIID I 
,' . ~ 
• ' • l i •. 
. .., .. r~ .. , ·' . •.. . 
DRAWING II 
